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his opinions by the present
minister in Washington.
RICH STRIKE OF GOLD
An American Citicii.
were seriously utTended at
tht
ie which I took in my sln- cert .rorts to avert International
MADE IN Z
OF
trouble and to put these subjects of
Irritation where they belonged. I
came on here when the delegation
came from San Francisco to see Pres
fi
ident Roosevelt, and 1 have remainSAY JAP
ed here practically ever since. .Tho
emambassador and his crowd at the
bassy do not like to have me here.
I see the stories In the newspaper
which they inspire in which they sug- Gallup. N. M.. Prospecting
Spy" In Washington Defies gest
that I am a person without any
standing, and that 1 am the agent of
Party Made Discovery of
Embassy of His Counprogressive party in Jathe
pan. It has even been suggested that
Valuable Deposit
try with Hot
the American authorities can have
me run out of Washington as a forof Ore.
eigner disturbing to the peace.
Words.
"Now 1 want to have it distinctly
understood that 1 am an American
citizen and have been since 1905."
Here Dr. Miyakawa produced a THEIR ClUEMME
DECLARES HTilLL
bunuie ot certificates and the original credentials of the half dozen degrees. which he holds from American
SLAYER
DIE FOR AMERICA colleges. The first citizenship papers
FROMJAN
appeared as having been taken out
In the United States circuit court of
the southern district of New York
In 1 y 03 ; the second papers in the
TradSan Francisco Affair Was Only Monroe county circuit court otf In- He Found Vein of Metal and
diana on the 9th of October, 1905.
Nuggets
to Secure
ed Enough
Courts.
In these papers Dr. Miyakawa re. Matter for Local
nounced his allegiance to Japan and
to
Escape
Cave
Funds
He Insists, and Not
swore to support the American flag.
These papers were taken out before
Friends Information
for Diplomatic
the passage by congress of the recent
law creating a board which passes
as to New Find.
citizenship by
on applications for
Intercourse.
alien Japanese.
Not a Trou bio Maker.
Gallup, N. M., July 16. (Spools!)
are many Americans whl
Washington, D. C, July 16. Ac are"There
willing to give their Uvea for A party of Gallup men, heaoed by
cuseii of being a Japanese spy, or their ecountry," continued Miyakawa, John Howie, who have Juat returned
Jap- from a week's prospecting trip in ths
at least an agent of the Japanese "but there are not many men of willZuni mountains, are exhibiting sambirth and rearing who are
war party carrying-othe propa- anese
of gray quarts containing free
ing to give their lives for the. United ples
ganda In Washington with the pur States
milling gold In particles easily visisay
Japan.
I
in a war with
pose of stirring up bad feeling and I am willing to do that. I propose ble to the naked eye. A quantity
ore has been sent to an
producing war between the United to stay in Washington and In so far of the und
the returns are anxiously
expose
as
am
I
to
shall
continue
able
Miya-kawMasuji
States and Japan, Dr.
It is said that a man,
double dealing methods of this awaited.
the
born a subject of the Mikado, pack at the embassy. They pretend wanted for murder, found the gold
and told friends of its location.
has denounced the Japanese minis- one thing and are doing another. vein
The men forming the prospecting
What you Americans need is more party
ter In Washington and his associates knowledge
beside Mr. IJowie, were Kills
of the Japanese language
Winters, town marshal of Gallup;
at the embassy as a pack of double and methods.
.
I was olllcial inter- John
Arm,
of the firm of Kchultz &
dealing scoundrels and announced his preter
for the imperial Japanese Arm of Gallup,
and W. O. Kelley, of
intention to claim, his rights as an army In Mani'hurla and I have good Wlnalow,
They were In
Arizona.
in my country. I have serv- the mountains
American citizen and his willingness standing
only
one week and al
ed the emperor In war and my stand- though every member
of the party
to die If necessary for the stars and ing with the present administration
has been very reticient as to the exstripes.
in Japan is good.
place
act
location
of
tho
where the
is not true that I am the agent gold was found, it has leaked
"If war comes as a result of these of "It
out
are
any
political
who
factlonists
trifling irritations, count me under attempting to stir up trouble. The that they drove direct to a point
seventy-fiv- e
of
miles
about
southeast
the American flag" said Miyakaiwa. embassy charges me with translating
on the south slope of the
"If the Japanese propose to shoot dispatches in Japanese newspaper Gallup,
postof-fice
The nearest
and giving them to the American Zuni tomountains.
an American citizen. Although my press.
the place is Kettner. Socorro
Well, then, what of that? Does is
the nearest large town. Albuanybody over this Immigration mat- the embassy think that the secrets
is within 100 miles of the
ter let them first shoot me. I am of the Japanese newspapers should querque
tne gold was louna.
parents, relatives and many friends be confined by the Japanese language place where
tJxtciit
is unknown.
In
Japan?
hidden
and
"All that we are afraid of," said
still live In Japan and although I
Enemies.
Defies
Ills
Mr. Howie today in discussing the
have many close and dear friends In
"I will continue to translate Jap- find,
it won't hold out. We
my native land, my allegiance is to anese
newspapers and to tell the found "isthisthat
about six feet below the
the country where I have come to American people what they contain.
and he held up a piece of
stay and where 1 have been adopted I will continue to expose any aou-bl- e surface."
the size ot a walnut containas a citizen."
dealing which I find going on in quarts
ing one nugget as large as a French
Dr. Miyakawa was standing behind Washington.
1 shall not be driven
several smaller pieces, many
pa and as
a table covered witlh- - writing mater- out of town by the
embassy."
large as a. pin head.
them
ials, papers and books, ' In his apartMiyaka-WBwho apparently is of "At
Dr.
about
this
dpthIn the vein wascropped
ments In the George Washington ho- about 30 years of age, has lived in eighteen inches
It
tel, whose windows look out upon th the United States on and ore for eigni out in the side of awidth.
gulch
tilted
dep
United States treasury building and years. He is best known as the authe southeast at about forty
the white house. He had risen to his thor of a work on constitutional law, toward
feet in his excitement and hammered a copy of which he presented to fiveThedegrees."
news of the strike spread rap
the table in front of him with the President Roosevelt a short time ago. Idly and
considerable excitement pre
tips of stiffened lingers, to give em- He holds several college degrees. vails among
the people, but the un
phasis to his remarks.
speaks English, with the usual Jap- certainty of the exact location of the
For Local Courts.
anese accent, but fluently, and claims gold is preventing other prospecting
"I know," said he, "what kind of that his principal business Is the parties from starting out to seek for
stories are being circulated and
writing of text books on law.
it. The prospecting done by the
by the Japanese embassy, and
first party was very slight, only a few
diswhy
they
to
know
trying
are
I
EARTHQUAKE
RIX'OUDKD
holes were aug Dy me prosshallow
credit me. 1 was attorney in the
After the gold was found
AT SAliT IiAKE CITY pectors.
cases brought in California for deevery
member of the party, even to
termining the rights of the Japanese
Salt Lake. Utah, July 16. Distinct the cook,
got busy and staked out
in the public schools. I brought one earthquake
shocks lastlg for about the entire country around. A surveyof the cases In the local court and one mlute were recorded
on tne or will be taken out to survey the
another case was brought by the seismograph recently Installed at the- claims next week, when some of the
University of Utah. The dlsturb- party will return to the discovery
Liuieu stales attorney general
"From the beginning of those trou- - ance was noted at 11:59 a. m. today. and
continue the prospecting.
a llunUxl Man.
There is much speculation In Gallup as to how the lucky party got
a clue to where the gold was to be
found, as it is very apparent that
they knew about where to look for
it.
It Is said and not denied by any
member of the Bowie party, that a
man wanted at Silver City, is. M.,
for murder, now hiding In Mexico,
This man,
Hist discovered the gold.
I? W
whose name cannot be learned, gath
ered several hundred dollars' worth
'
I '
'h
of nuggets from an arroyo in tne
Zuni
mountains and disposed of thfl
'
His
gold In Gallup and WInslow.
I
Identity as the man wanted at Silver
s
I
by
was
discovered
City for murder
Marshal Green, of this place, when
the nuggets were traded to local
merchants for money.
Green was preparing to arrest the
miner-slaye- r,
when the latter got
on a train and went to Flagstaff.
was
about to telegraph to
Green
Plaestaff to intercept and capture the
slayer, when a native informed him
that the wanted man was not get
ting away, but hasLonly gone to Flag.
staff to see a friend and would return in a few days to Gallup. Instead of returning, the man learned
that he was to be arrested, and fled
Now the supposition is
to Mexico.
that this man. whoever he is. has in
formed someone either here or at
WInslow as to the location o the
gold.
And that this is where the
Bowie party got its clue.

1G.

Tlic Uttouic ClUsen, la Ad ranee. $ per
Delivered by Carrier, M cent per moo tlx.
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THE MAGPIE AND THE EAGLE

"DOUBLE DEALING PACK

THREE
"

MAY

The Total Death List In Battle
ship Accident
May Reach
Eleven.
1EN OF INJURED
MEN WILL RECOVER

Georgia Resumed Target Practice
After Accident to Prevent Demoralization of Her
Crew From Its
Effects.
.

4

'

I

"linn

ii m

'H

'
'

'i'

Sw

harvesThands"killed

j"

DY TWO

TRAIN

Young Farmers Were Enroute
Dll. MAMJl
my contention that the
It wa
controversy was one for the local
courts ami that the affair should be
kept out of the realm of diplomacy.
As you know, I am a member of the
Amcriraii bar and author of a text
book on the American constitution,
and I felt that 1 haa some authority
to speak on such matters.
"1 differed with the Japanese consul in Han Francisco and labored with
him day after day and often all niKht
at a time, trying to convince liiin
ng in dragging these
that he was
controversies into the realm of diplomacy and trying to make international affairs out of trifles which
should belong exclusively to local authorities.
The consul was inspired,
apparently, or at least he (was ludor3- blea

Home When Attacked
by Thieves.

MIYAKAWA.

STRIKE EXTENSION

16.
Two
Cherry vale. Kan., July
robbers held up a St. Iuls and San
Fianelscu freight train live miles ea-s-t
WILL BE WITHHELD of
t'herryvale early today, killing O.
J. Brown, and seriously wounding
tis Taylor, harvest hands. He will
S.m Francisco, I'al., July 16. It Ide.The victims were beating their way
U announced today
pendiiij; home to western Kansas after havthat,
In the
further negotiations by I'resldei.t ing worked In the wheat fields
part of the slate. They reSmall of the telegraphers' organiza- southern
sisted the efforts of tin; robbers to
tion, ami I'nited States Iabor
take their earnings and were shot.
Neill to effect an adjustment of the differences eisllng beMoney Market.
tween the telegraph companies and
strikers, no action will be taken in
New York, July 16. 1'rlme merthe matter of calling out the opera- cantile paper 5 'j St 6 percent; money
on call easier, i Vj q 3
per cent.
tors in other cities.
er

Ilowton, Mass., July
16.
Of th
thirteen survivors of those lnlured
through the Ignition of a bag of powder In the turret of the battleahio
Georgia, while that vessel was en
gaged in target practice at Cape Cod
bay yesterday, three are believed to
have but small charges for recovery.
jnere are: Eawara j. Walsh, sea
man, of Lynn, Mass.: Louts O. Meese,
of Berea, Ohio,
ordinary seaman:
and James P. Thomas, ordinary sea
man, or Brooklyn, N. Y. Eight of
those injured, died soon after tho ac
cident.
Eight are Dead.
The causa of the accident was a.
falling spark, probably blown from.
tne smokestack of the- battleship, onto a bag of powder, which a loader
was carrying to the gun. The powder
burst Into flames, which enveloped
men who were penthe twenty-on- e
ned in the steel cage.
The battleship suffered comparatively little damage and has resumed
target practice under orders from the
navy department.
When the Georgia arrived
her
yesterday, she carried six corpses of
the men who had died of burns and
last night two mors died in the hospital here. One of these was Lieut.
Casper Goodrich, son of Rear Admiral Goodrich, commandant of ths
New York navy yard.
To Prevent Demoralisation.
Washington, D. C, July 16. --Th
explanation of the action of the- navy
department in ordering the Georgia,
to resume target practice Is soon as
the victims of the accident had been
removed from the ship, is found irt
the fact that these is extreme danger
of general demoralisation of a crew
which has sustained an accident if
the men are permitted to brood over
It before undertaking again to handle:
the big guns.
It was felt necessary to treat thla
disaster as any similar Incident
which might occur In the heat of an
action with a foe.
Tlie Dead.
GOODRICH. CASPER, lieutenant,
GOLD THWA1TE, FAULKNER,
midshipman, Kentucky.
THATCHER, WILLIAM J
chief
turret capta'n, Wilmington, Del.
BURKE. WILLIAM JOSEPH, seaman, Quincy, Mass.
HAMILTON. GEORGE C. ordinary seaman. South Farmingham. Mass.
MILLER. GEORGE, ordinary seaman, Brooklyn, N. Y.
THOMAS, WILLIAM M., Newport.
Rhode Island.
PA IR, WILLIAM, Brooklyn.
Seriously Injured.
Cruse, James T., midshipman. Nebraska; hands and face burned very
seriously.
Schlapp, Frank, boatswain's mate,
second class, North Adams, Mass.;
back, chest, arms and face burned.
gunner's mate,
Hansell, Charles,
first class, New York; face and hands
burned.
Taglund, Orly, chief yeoman, Rich-for- d,
Minn., arms, back and face
burned.
Walsh, Edward J., seaman, Lynn,
Mass. ; cnest ana race burned fatally.
Busch, John A., ordinary seaman.
New York; face, arms and chest
burned, probably fatally.
Elch, Charles L., ordinary seaman,
Frankfort, Ind., face, arms . and
hands burned.
Gilbert, Harold L.. ordinary seaman, Southwlck, Mass.,
of
body burned.
Fone, John A., ordinary seaman,
Southwlck, Mass.;
of body
burned.
Maleck. John C, ordinary seaman.
Cleveland, Ohio; arms and face
burned.
Meese, Louis. O.. ordinary seaman,
Rerea, Ohio; arms, face and chest
burned.
Rosenberger, Samuel L.. ordinary
seaman, Philadelphia; arms and face
burned.
Thomas, James P.. ordinary seaman, Brooklyn, N. Y.; fiice, arms,
chest and back burned, fatally.
Four other men received minor Injuries. Their names were not given
out, and they were taken off the ship.
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CHARGED "WILD BEAST"
IS

PERJURY

KILLED
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Attorney General Takes Step Dr. McGee Easily Gave $5,000 Terror of Russian Peasants
to Test Transfer of
Finally Meets Death by
Bond But Alter Went
Public Lands.
to Jail.
Assassination.
ACTING GOVERNOR WANTS
WOMAN GUEST ALSO
PERSONALITIES USED
A LEGAL DECISION
SLAIN BY EXPLOSION
FOR FIRST TIME
N. M., July 16.
By direction of the acting

Santa Fe,

(Sm-c-iul.-

)

ernor. Attorney General George W.
has Jilud suit in the uiatric,"
court for Hio Arriba county, to annul
and set aside the deeds to about
6.UU0 acres of land which were sold
by the territory from the lands donated by the I'nited States to the
extent of lOU.OOu acres, for the Improvement of the ltio Grande.
The land In question was sold in
tracts of 160 acres to T. A. Schom-ber- g
and T. C. Graden, of Trinidad-ColuradTho lands have since been
disposed of to tho ltio Grande Lumber company, which has been culling
the timber for some time.
Alleges Illegality.
The contention set up by the ter
ritory Is that the transaction was illegal and fraudulent as contracts i:
agreements had been made by the
purchasers before and at the time,
the deeds were delivered for the sale
and transfer of the 160 acre tracts
to Schomberg and Graden, who afterwards transferred them to the KM
Grande Lumber company of which
they are stockholders and otilcers.
That under the laws of congress
making thetse donations of land for
territorial public institutions and other public purposes such action and
secret understanding and agreement
fraudulent
made these transactions
.
and null and vol.
Injunction Also Wanted.
An injunction is also asked by the
territory restraining the defendants
from cutting any more timber or
proceeding with the manufacture
from timber so cut or In any way Interfering with the land in question
until the suit is uetermineu.
This action is taken by the territorial authorities in order to determine this important question, a?
about 70,000 acres of such public
land have been disposed of
during the past five years and it is
alleged in some cases under similar
circumstances.
Acting Governor Kaynolds and Attorney General Prichard are determined to secure a legal decision.
o.

ANTA

r,
Idaho, July 16. C. W.
former ticket agent at Cripple
Creek, who has been arrested on a
charge of perjury and was locked up
In the county Jail last night in default of I1.5U0 ball, will be given a
preliminary hearing today. lie insists that his testimony in the Haywood case was true but admits that
he may have been mistaken in dates.
Lr. I. j. McGee, another witness
for the defense, who was arrested at
Spokane Sunday, reached Boise this
lie Is a man of means and
easily gave $5,uuo bond. County Attorney Koclsch says he has ample
proof of the charges in both cases.
liiiH'achinent of McGce.
A. C. Cogswell, of Wallace Idaho,
was culled in the Haywood trial this
morning to further impeach Dr. Mc
Gee.
McGee testliled as to certain
dales, fixing the date of the convention in Wallace. Cogswell, who was
permanent chairman ot tiie convention, gave different dales from those
named by McGee.
Wlnhi Cogswell was on the stand,
the state ottered In evidence a copy
of the Idaho Tribune, published at
Wallace, and Identified as the olllcial
organ of the local union of the Western Federation of Miners at that
time.
Attorneys Use lVrsonaiiUoe.
The paper contained a three column account of the blowing up of the
Bunker 11111 and Sullivan mill, which
the state desired to place before the
Jury In ayawer to Attorney Harrow's
opening statement mat iuu utneii:
would show that the crowd, which
attacked the mill, was an unorganiz
ed mob.
la an argument which arose over
the admissibility of the newspaper
Attorney Haw ley, for the state, and
Hichardson, for the defense, had a
sharp clash and personalities were
Indulged in for the first time since
the trial started. Judge Wood took
the matter under advisement indicating that he probably will not admit the paper.
Says Militia Was Necessary.
A. T. Holman, a mine superintendent of Colorado, now manager of the
Golden Cycle, and former manager
of the Vindicator mine, was called
statements made by
to contradict
Witness Wood, who described the
condition of the sixth level of tit-Vindicator mine immediately
after
the explosion.
Holman was exceedingly circumstantial and careful in his description, using a chart to point out the
parts of the mine he described.
Hichardson
in cross examination
went closely Into the situation in
Colorado during the labor troubles.
the contention
Holman supported
that the presence of the militia was
necessary
Cloning Arguiiiciils.
Orchard will be the feature of th
closing arguments in the Haywood
case.
The Western Federation of Miner
(Continued on 1'ago live.)

Boise,

gov-

FE

SUCCEEDS CHAVES
Santa Fe, X. M., July 16. (Special.) Acting Governor Kaynolds this
afternoon appointed Arthur Suligman
of Santa Ke, as a member of the
territorial board of equalization, vice
K. V. Chaves, of Albuquerque, appointed by llagi-rmaand who failed
to qualify
and resigned.
Arthur
Sellgman Is a democrat. lie was a
member of the board of county commissioners of Santa Fe county for six
years and Its chairman
for four
years. lie bears a good reputation
as a bushies man and as a county
official.
Chaves Is also a democrat
and hence there is no change in the
political complexion of the board.

AI-le-

i'lstUl

;

.

Alexandropol, Russia. July 16
General Alikhanoff, former governor
general of Tlllis, Madame Glieboff,
wife of General Gllebok, and their
coachnmn were blown to pieces by
bombs thrown at their conveyance at
2:SU o clock this morning.
The son
of General Alikhanoff and a daugh
of
Glioboff
ter
sustained seriGeneral
ous injuries.
The parly was returning to the
residence of General Alikhanoff from
his club.
General Alikhanoff was nicknamed
the "Wild Beast" by the Caucasian
memibers of the lower house of par
liament, who often referred to h's
cruelty in Kutals district, where he
led a number of punitive expeditions
to stamp out disorders.
He Vas seriously wounded by a
bomb at Borjan on May 30 last year,
Was Greatly 1 mrcd.
General Allkanolt was one of the
most greatly feared men in the country, lie had hunted men, women and
children from their homes during hl3
excursions into the riotous districts.
and titers was every reason to expect his assassination, but he was
also a brave man and went about
publicly without
the usual safeguards, lie made it his boast that
he feared no man or any other Living creature.
That the woman was killed and
the young man and woman injured
was due to their presence with the
hated general and to no intention on
the part of the bomb thrower to
harm them, is the belief of the police.

WESTERN

ROADS

REDUCE

WILL

RATES

FRIDAY

two-thir-

two-thir-

L

ds

REVIEW

OF THE

MACCABEES

Long TalKed of Action Will
Detroit, Mich., July 16. The elevBe Taken This
enth triennial review of the supreme
tent of the Knights of Maccabees of
the World opened here today with
Week.
1,000 delegates, representing 300,000
Chicago, July 16. The long talked of reduction in the Interstate passenger rates of the western railroads
will actually be made next Friday.
Generally speaking, all rates east of
the Missouri river will be on the
basis of two cents per mile, while to
all points wet of the river, the rates
will bo reduced by the difference between the present basing rate and
the nw basing rate in effect next Fri
day. F.astem roads propose to make
like reductions
in
their interstate
fares.

members, present.
Supreme Commander
Markey In
his report recommended the adoption
of a new ritual with three degrees;
that the
be amended to Increase the representation of the supreme tent; that the total disability
feature of the policies be
and that a lodge of Junior
Maccabees be organized.
The report of the supreme record
keeper showed a otal membership of
3UU.I100
scattered among 4.800 tents
or lodges in various parts of the
country and Canada.
During
the
past three years 115.001) new members have been admiled. 7,044 death,
claims paid, totalling 9,300,000,
by-la-

ALBUQUERQUE

PAGE TWO.

Have YOU Been In

HARRIMAN

HAS ACQUISITION

UNLIMITED

RAILWAYS

CONTROL

CABENIETS
HOOSIER KITCHEN CABINET
Takes the place ol

May

17

RAILROAD DEPARTMENT
AX IX NOVATION

TWO CENT FARE
LAW MAY BE
VOID
Illegal

as Far

Inter-

state Traffic Is
Concerned.
Washington. D. C

IX
ixjrxrnox mxk
Guthrie. Okla., July 16 John Em-brUnited States attorney, secured
from Associate Justice Frank Gillette a writ of Injunction restraining
the Lawton, Wichita Fulls & Northwestern Railway company, Frank
Kell. J. A. Kemp, Huff and John
Fields, owners of the land on which
the proposed town of Kell Is located,
from using the land for townsite
purposes.
Kell, promoted by the
railway company, Is In close proximity. to the government townsite of
in the "big pasture,"
and
Is. therefore, opposed by the federal
government.
y.

Kst-hltl-

as

July

16.

In a

ruling Just agreed upon by the Interstate coiriiierce commlnsloner, the
federal government will take its first
Important step toward the elimination of state legislatures and state
rai'way commissions in the control
of railway rates. BY THIS RUIN-

MOKE NEW RAILWAYS
FOlt OLD MEXICO.
El Paso, Tex., July 16. Concessions were granted yesterday by the
state of Chihuahua, Mexico, for two
railroads in that state. Jose liatello
gets a concession to build from Par- ral to San Jose Del Slto, sixty miles,
and Pablo Ollvas Prleto gets a concession, to build from Alluande to
Jiminez.
Both men represent American capitalists Interested in mines.
Mrs. J. A. Peterson, wife of Chief
Clerk Peterson of the storekeeper's
office, will leave for San Francisco
this evening. She expects to be gone
during which
about two months,
time she will visit Los Angeles, Oakland, Ocean Park. Pasadena and
resorts. Returning
other summer
home she will stop t the Grand Can-

FARE LEGING ALL. TWO-CEN- T
AS
SO
IT
FAR
ISLATION
TRAFINTERSTATE
TOUCHES
FIC IS DECLARED TO BE VOID.
The opinion has been prepared by yon.
Commissioner James Hadan, and It
has the indorsement of the other
Dr. J. B. Cutter, local physician
commissioners.
and surgeon for the Santa Fe, acThe commission holds, in effect, companied by Mrs. Cutter and Dr.
that the right to regulate Interstate L. W. Bennett and wife, left this
commerce Is an exclusive right, vest- morning on No. 10 for Cow creek,
ed by the Hepburn law In the fed- near the Pecos river for a week's
superior to
eral government. It Is
any state government. ' Moreover the outing.
understands
that the
commission
George W. Yoacunm, assistant
Hepburn act has conferred this right yardmaster, has been promoted to
upon the interstate commerce com- be yardmaster, succeeding C. W.
mission. The commission therefore, Holslngton. who left yesterday
for
will disregard any state railway com- Little Rock. Ark., to accept a posiwill
missions, and
undertake to deal tion as trainmaster on the Rock Iswith Interstate rates of local author- land.
ities.
G. P. Kressler, of the local shop
Authority.
CominlsNlon's
will leave tomorrow evening
The subject has come before the oflices,
Angeles, where he will ac
for
commission In considering the regu- cept Los
position with C. A. Barhydt,
lation of through rates. The com- motivea power
accountant or tne coast
the
mission has authority under
Hepburn law to compel carriers to lines.
make through rates, and to deterEngineer Osborne and Fireman
rate Leach were deadheaded
mine whether any through
here Sunday
made by a carrier Is a reasonable to break In Grand Canyon division
one. In determining this question, enelne 660. They will
tjike the
the commission announced that It eight driver locomotive to Williams
will do bo without considering Itself this week.
bound by
fares or other rates
prescribed by state authorities.
The Santa Fe pay checks arrived
a through here
Take for illustration
on the limited yesterday and
rate from Chicago to New Orleans. part of them were distributed at the
The carrier making this rate passes shops last evening, and the remaindthrough Illinois, Kentucky, Tennes- er given out today.
see, Mississippi and Louisiana. Now
auppose the legislature
of Illinois
Fred Graefe, boiler shop foreman,
passes a law (as It did last winter) has departed for he east on his an
Baying that the fare through Illinois nual vacation.
He will visit the
shall be no more than two cents a Jamestown exposition and the big
mile.
cities of the east.
For the purpose of the illustraFreight engine 1606 was towed In
tion It may be presumed that the
legislatures of the other four states here this morning with her frame
do not pass any such law. Now the broken. The breaks will be welded
fare from Chicago to New Orleans this week with the thermit process.
may be either an arbitrary through
Passenger engine 1249, of the Ari
rate named by the carrier, or It may
be the sum of the local rates from zona division west of Winlow, was
Chicago to the southern boundary brought here this morning to be
of Illinois, and thence through Ken- placed In the shops.
w
w
tucky, Tennessee, etc., to New OrBid have been advertised by Mas
leans.
ter Mechanic Harlow for a crew to
State's Jurisdiction.
a passenger run between this
But the application of the Illinois handle
statue may make the Illinois part city and Gallup.www
of the Journey so cheap that the
Eugene
distribution
Martiner,
"sum of the locals" as the railroad clerk In the storekeeper's office. Is
men express It is less than the ar- spending a two weeks' vacation at
bitrary "through rate" which the Jemez Hot Springs.
carrier has made. In which case
the question arises as to what Is to
II. C. Buckanan, formerly a clerk
be dune. Must the through rate
the freight depot, has been trans- come down? Or muxt the rate at
fered to the office of Storekeeper
through Illinois be raised in pite Scully.
of the state legislature?
Engines 1620, 1224 and 852 have
The answer of the Interstate commerce commission is that it may be been placed on the dead track, ready
raised In spite of the legislature. to be switched into tne snopa for an
The commission holds that the state overhauling.
has no right to drag down through
N. F. Hammer has been appointed
rates ;ln fact that the state has no
right to touch Interstate rates at all. section foreman at Chaves, relieving
The state has Jurisdiction over rates Thomas Owens who is on a vacation
which are entirely within the geog
to
J. W. Johnson has returned
raphical limits of the state provld Gallup
and resumed his duties as sec
Ing the rate In quextton is not a part
u
vacation
short
tion
foreman
after
or tne continuous tnrougli shipment
from another state.
Engineer W. H. Herman left last
night for a thirty days' vacation to
KTEKL TIES IIAVK
unu (.nicugo.
PltOVED A FA1LI 'UK. te spent in iJtnver
a
The Pennsylvania railroad has deWalther,
A.
O.
cided that steel ties can not take has returned from a month's clerk
vacathe place of wooden ties. It is as
serted that the steel ties havo not tion spent In Los Angeles.
sullicient resiliency to stand the
Barney Apodaca, shipping clerk in
heavy trartic, that they are too mkIiI
office, Is in Los Au-especially as to curves. The Pitts the storekeeper's
on a vacation.
burg mills making steel ties have
been notified that hereafter the I'cnn
Stanley Woods, traveling auditor
sylvunia railroad will not make any for the coast lines, spent yesterday
more t'X'MTUneliU with steel ties, uu In Albuiuerue.
no steel tie yet invented has made a
proper showing. A large order has
Engines 1629 and 1417 were turnbeen placed for Georgia pine and all ed out of the shops today after an
steel ties have been ordered remov- ovi rliaullng.
ed.
Engineers Maloney.
After the Mineral point wreck
Saiita
Fe
which was eventually proven to have Franklin and Morgrit are on the
by the rail tearing loose lick list.
been cau-wfrom the steel tics, the Carnegie Wteel
J. W. isuil.r. is relieving E. H.
company insisted that the steel tie
would yet prove superior to wooden Ruxhworth as section foreman at Kl
ties. The Pennsylvania railroad com- Rita.
pany had a conimlsxion examine all
C. Jule. a
lit
boilerinaker
the
the phases of the steel tie. A mi
nority report was made that steel ties shops, is In Ihe east on a vacation.
prove
on
straight
a
durable
mitrht
Constipation.
line but not on a curve.
For constipation thera Is nothing
passenger quite so nice as Chamberlain's StomW. R. Brown, district
and freight agent for the Santa Fe ach and Liver Tablets. They always
city this produce a pleasant movement of the
at El Puho, arrivedS. In theSlyck,
Van
live bowels without any disagreeable ef
morning, with H.
stock agent, stationed ut the same ffct. Price, 25 rents. Samplea free
place.
For sale by all druggists.
gi

s
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that Respect.

New York, July 16. That Hnrrl- man plans for the consolidation of
railroads are a menace to business;
thu.t Harriman methods of finance
nre Indefensible; that some Harriman consolidations are Illegal; and
that measures should be adopted to
curb Harrimnn's power such are
the essence of the conclusion formulated in the report of the Interstate
Commerce commission on the result
of its Investigation in the combination of carriers, generally known as
the Harriman inquiry.
Tho report
was complied
by
Commissioner
Franklin K. Lnne and has the un
animous approval of the commission.
The following farts taken from the
report of the commission, show the
great scope of the Harriman power.
Scope of His Control.
The Joint control of the Alton rail
way by the Union Pacific and the
Chicago, Rock Island A Pacific Railway company has undoubtedly eliminated competition between the Alton
and the Rock Island between Chicago, St. Louis and Kansas City.
by
Mr. Harriman may journey
steamship from New York to New
Orleans, thence by rail to San Franto
cisco, across the Pacific ocean
China, and, returning by another
route to the United States, may go
to Ogden by any one of the three
rail lines, and thence to Kansas City
or Omaha, without leaving the deck
or platform of a carrier which he
controls and without duplicating any
part of his Journey.
From this brlel synopsis ot tne ex
ploitation of the Chicago & Alton it
Is evident that Its history Is rich In
illustrations of various methods of
Indefensible financing.
It Is a serious menace to the fi
nancial condition of the country to
have large railway systems fall to
meet their obligations or go Into the
hands of receivers, and the object
legislation
of
and administration
should be to lessen the risks of rail
way Investments.
Immediately upon tne purchase or
the Southern Pacific company's stock
the Union Pacific began the unification of the two organizations and the
exercise of a control over the Southern Pacific which has effected a sub
stantial elimination of competition
between these two lines.
and
If the policy of purchasing
controlling stocks in competing lines
is permitted to continue it must mean
the suppression of competition.
Railroad securities snouiu De Bare
and conservative investments for the
people. To this end the risks of the
railroad should be reducea to a mini
mum. Everyone knows that railway
securities lluctuate more or less, according to the prosperity of the times.
and also by reason ol the wide speculation In such securities. It, therefore, adds an element of hazard to
a railroad's capital and credit to
have Its funds Invested In the stocks
of other companies, thereby endangering Its solvency and Its ability to
pay reasonable dividends upon us
own capital.

New York. July 16
The details of
the consolidation of the two great
railroad systems of Mexico under
government control has reached Wall
street after being officially announc
ed in the City of Mexico in the pub
lication or a decree authorizing the
formation of the National Railway
of Mexico.
Ihe new company, in which the
Mexican government will have the
controlling Interest, will be capitalized at 1400.000.000
(Mexican l. di
vided Into $60,000,000 first preferred,
zi.u,uuu,ooo
second preferred, ami
$150,000,000 common stock. The first
preferred Is entitled to 4 per cent
noncumulatflve dividends, and the
second preferred to 5 per cent
dividends. The charter
provides that any surplus out of the
annual net profits after the payment
of Interest on the first and second
preferred stocks will be distributed
equally among the second preferred
and common stocks.
Bonded Debt.
The bonded Indebtedness of tha
company will be differentiated Into
preferred
and general mortgage
bonds. The former, limited to $462,- 000,000 (Mexican), are to bear 4,i
per cent interest. The maximum is
sue of the general mortgage bonds,
which W'ill bear 4 per cent Interest,
Is to be $372,000,000 (Mexican).
guarantees
The government
the
principal and Interest on the general
mortgage bonds, and In consideration
of this and of Its actual holdings In
one of the merged corporations,
wnicn It turns over to the new company, and of the moral and material
support which It has given toward
the latter organization, It is agreed
that the government Is to have allotted to It a sufficient amount of th
stock of the new company to as
sure it a voting majority at the general meetings of the company.
will have
The new corporation
twenty-on- e
directors, of whom nine
may constitute a local board, with
headquarters at New York, but the
members of the board constituting a
majority will have their headquarter
in Mexico City. It is provided that
at the start, to facilitate matters, the
board may consist of only seven
mermbers and be Increased to twenty- one .later on.
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wintersftlingering in the lap ot spring did it.
.
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ferhaps you remember

O

that, when we expected pleasant weather early in the spring, it snowed. Then
it snowed again. And then it snowed between snows and all at the time
when we should have been selling Spring things. The short season leaves our
stock too large. NOW THINGS MUST GO. New season and new stock in
view. Plenty of time to wear light weights but short time in which to sell
them. So, here goes. The more you buy the more you'll save. That's the
0

whole storv.
"
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LOOK AT MY WINDOW

MANDELL
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Sour
Stomach

J. D. K&kln, President
President.

Bnoeeaaori to

MEL'.NI A EAKIN, and BACHECHI

wHOLmmALK DtcALmnm

Have bean appointed exclusive agents In the South
far jec, a.
Schlltz, Wm. Lamp and 8t Loyla A. B. C Brewer lea; Yellowstone.
Green River, V. H. McBrayar'a Ctdar Brook, Loula Hunter, T.J. Man.
reh, and other standard aranda of whlsklea too numaroua ta mention,
WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS.
Bat tell the straight article e received by tig from tae beat laerloa.
Dlst'Jleriea and Breweries In tae United Stat a. call and lnaaeet omr
Stock and Prices, or writ for Illuatrated CaUlosn and trie Uei.
Issued to dealera only.

KIDNEYS

ui SaH

Sm

la stook to outfit tbo
most fmstldioat bar eompltto

W

TRY
teWITTS KIDNEYand BLADDER PILIS--

A 0IOMI.

in

Wines, Liquors and Cigars
klip trtrytblng

nd we are now uaing it In mils

FOR BACKACHKWIAK

?cr,rj

O. Bacnecal, TreMarcE,

Consolidated Liquor Company

No appetite, loss of strength, nenren
ness, headache, constipation, bad breath,
general debility, aour risings, and catarrh
of the stomach are all due to Indigestion.
Kodol relieves Indigestion. This new dlscov
try represent the natural Juices of dlgea
Hon as they exist In a healthy stomach,
combined with the greatest known tonlo
and reconstructive properties. Kodol for
dyspepsia does not only relieve Indigestion
and dyspepsia, but this (amoua remedy
helps all stomach trouble by cleansing,
purifying, sweetening and strengthening
the mucous membranes lining the atomach.
of Rareniwood, W. Vs., ayr
Mr. S. S.
" I was troubledBillwith sour stomach for twenty yaara.
Kodol cured ma,
lor baby,"

Coai. Vellnl,

O. Gloml, Vlc

Prepared by C O. OsWITT ft OO., Chlcaga
SOLD I1Y J. !. O'RIELf.Y CO.

Get a free sample ot Dr. Shoop'a
"Health Coffee" at our store. If real
coffee disturbs your Stomach, your
Heart or Kidneys, then try this clever
Coffee Imitation.
Dr. Shoop has
closely matched Old Java and Mocha
Coffee In flavor and taste, yet it has
not a single grain of real Coffee In it.
FINE NEW DEPOT
Dr. Shoop's Health Coffee Imitation
is made from pure toasted grains or
cereals, with Malt, Nuts, etc.
Made
AT W1LLARD, N. M. In a minute. No tedious wait.
Ton
Ix?t mo pajirr and paint your
will surely like It.
by C. U.
house.
Satisfaction
guaranteed.
Brlgham.
Prompt attention to mall orders.
Wlllard, N. M.. July 16. (Si.eolal.)
The A. T. & S. F. or Eastern Rail
J. D. EMMONS, successor to Stacy & Co,
FEE'S GOOD, COl.n TV KIT BEES
way of New Mexico Is erecting a VT WALTON'S nitKl STOKE,
concrete depot at this place. The de
pot will De two stories, Mission style.
OBOeOeKe0404040
ana win De an exact duplicate oi
their present building at Texico, N.
M. The depot frontage and walks
will be over 3U0 feet long.
021 North First Street.
Phone No. 489
The Wlllard Mercantile company,
a
of the John Becker
and Charles Ilfeld companies.
is
erecting a three story brick business
house, oO by 140 feet, with a basement. This firm wil carry the larg .Mexico City and return $40.25, June
8 to 15 Inclusive. Limit August
est stock of general merchandise in
31. 1007.
the southwest, and will do a retail
as well as wholesale business. J. C. Vorfolk, Va., and return, 15 day limit,
$58.76; sixty day, $72.90; seasor
Jackson is the local manager.
limit, Dec. 16th, $87.45.
The Wlllard Drug company Is occupying Its new building on Main Denver and return, $23.70; Colorado
street. Wilson and Sears are the
Springs and return, $20.75; Pueblo
proprietors.
Dr. W. A. Wilson, the
and return, $18.96. Tickets on sale
senior member of the firm, is a promJune 1st to Sept. 80, 1907. Return
inent physician of this place.
limit Oct. 31, 1907.
The Dunlavy Mercantile company,
T. E. PITRDT. Agent.
Wilbur Dunlavy, manager, has added
to Its extensive store building and
greatly Increased Its stock of general
merchandise.
Southwestern Brewery
& lee Company.

Wall JPetT3e:H

W. E.

MATADOR

with Raube and Mauger
Of floe, 115 North First HI
ALBUQUERQUE. N. M.

BY BULL

Michael (toss, a we'.I known resident of Albuquerque, witneiwed an
exciting bull fight at Juarez, Mexico,
Sunday In which one matador was
killed and four bulls were slain. In
talking about the tight today Mr.
Koks said:
"The matador, who was killed, me
his death calmly. Two of the fighters were on a sort of 'teter board' In
the air. waving red flags and annoying the fourth bull with the bandu-lertii- s
when one slipped and fell.
"The bull made a dash for him
but the man JumpeM to one side.
When the first lighter fell off the
teter the other tumbled over buck-warto the ground.
Having Its
mind diverted the bull made a dash
at the other matador on the ground.
"The bull did not estimate the distance correctly for It passed the
prostrate man, but stopped suddenly
In front of him and letting out
Its
hoofs literally tore the matador's
head off, killing him instantly.
"What surprised me was the way
the people applauded
and
when they saw the accident.
The
body was taken from the arena and
fight
any
proceeded
without
the
stop."

FT. WINGATE

MAUGEP

WOOL

SAW KILLING OF

gOBOeX)eK34K3eKe0X)

THE TROUT SEASON IS NOW OPEN

.,t.iu.i

i

THE VALLEY RANCH
33OC0KX30eX

Don't Forget The
You Don't Count the Cost

ALBUQUERQUE

PLANING

MILL

COAL

anBsasmfJaBBBtsnasSOBBl
THE OLDEST MILL IX THE CITY.
Best
American
Block, vrr ton.. (6.50
our pies, cakes and
when eating
When In need of sa.-4door, frames,
Not, per ton
$8.50
pastry, for it's small In comparison etc. Screen work a specialty. 403 Anthracite
Anthracite
Stove
and Furnace
with the satisfaction you gain. The South First street. Telephone 403.
per ton
$0.5O
day you start using the products of
our bakery will be a red letter one
on your calendar.
Mark It up this
day.
i,

If You Want A
Plumber

PIONEER BAKERY
HIGHEST

th. P009 Ranch (formerly the Sparks ranch)
heMl.Mier" ot the Pecos river, where we can accommodate
accommodate twenty-fiv- e
guests at Tho Valley Ranch.
.,Ue
Will
send our sgns to meet any train
Glorleta,
by letter or telegraph. Are prepured to carryatcomfortablyIf notified
parties of any
number to any and all points on the river. Write for rates
. ...
Address letters to Pecos. N. M.. iviomm.
Glorleta will be telephoned to ns without delay.

.,Wa.no7

MADE
201 South

SCORE

Washington, 1). C, July 16. The
war department has completed tlic
firresults of the
ing of the army at target practice for
the year lnu6.
The southwestern division made the
best showing with a record of 72.33
per cent. The winning department
was Colorado with a record of 74.94.
Fort Wingate, New Mexico, had the
highest score with 107. i'J.
about town
Cum! Throe of the Family with One
Mottle
Colic,
of CliainlH'rluiii'B
Cholera anil l..tirliwa Iteinudy.
V. 1. CHENEV 4k CO.. Props.,
purchased
"I
a bottle of ChamberToledo, Ohio.
lain's Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea
Sold by alt Dmggtsts. 76c.
Remedy, and found it to be all
Take Halls family Pills for constipaclaimed for It In the adertlsements.
tion.
o
Three of the family have used It with
A cleansing, clean, cooling, sooth-ingood results In summer complaint."
healing household remedy Is De
II. E. How e, publisher of tha Press,
Witt's Carbolized Witch Hazel Salve. Highland, Wis. For eale by all
Sold by J. II. O Rlelly & Co.

First Street.
MEN AND WOMEN.

Kus-tachl-

n,

PUT DDIPCCI

CUT PRICES ARE NOW ON THE BILL

.

Carriers.

IX EXPEIUMEXT lU'X
Railroad men are deeply Interest
ed in the practical tests to which the
Erie expects to subject the first
steam motor car of the Ganz type,
which has never been operated in the
United States, and which reached
Jersey City on a trip after having
run under Its awn power from Day-ioOhio, where it was built.
Cars of like model and of the Ganz
type of motive power have been in
for several
successful operation
years In Vienna, Budapest and other
localities In Europe. They attracted
the notice of Mr. Underwood,
president of the Erie system, who in
connection with many other practical railroad men, is not wholly conof
vinced that In our present state
Knowledge electricity applied either
by the trolley or the third rail method is the ultimate solution of suburban traffic. Mr. Underwood for the
purpose of making thoroughly practical tests of the Ganz method. Im
ported the engine and mechanism
from Austria, and then had the ear
built for use on the Erie.
Tests In which it will be subjected
on some of the Erie's suburban
t ranches will be such
as to determine lust what It can accomplish on
various grades and how the cost of
this method compares with that of
locotm-tlvtraction, third rail and
trol'ey power. Its inventor claims
for it economic and other advantages
apart from the elimination of high
currents.
voltage electrical
In a
bunker built directly over the pilot
tlie car carries sufficient coal for u
llfiy mile run and a quantity of water Is carried below the under frame
The Ganz steam generator, which Is
five feet high and 42 Inches in diameter, is carried in a compartment six
feet long at the forward end of the
car. In It also are the control levers
connected with the motor machln
erv. nearly all of which Is carried
upon the car's forward truck.
This
car Is built to accommodate sa passengers and their baggage, which Is
stowed In a separate compartment
engine driver.
below that of the
Thus loaded, the car Is expected to
make a speed of 40 miles an hour on
a level run or 15 miles an hour on
h 1 per cent glade. With a trailer attached, it Is designed to make a
spt ed of 30 miles an hour on a level
track and eleven miles an hour on a
2 per cent grade.
Deafnee Cannot Be Cured
tiy local applications,
as they cannot
reach the diseased portion of the ear.
There is only one way to cure deafness,
and that Is by constitutional remedies.
Deafness Is caused by an Inflamed conditio of the mucous lining of the
Tube. When this tuba is Inflamed you have a rumbling aound or Imperfect hearing, and when It Is entirely
closed, Deafness Is the result, and unless the Inflammation can be taken out
and this tube restored to Us normal condition, hearing will b destroyed forever;
nine cases out ot ten are caused by
I'atarrh, which la nothing but an Inflamed condition of (he mucous surfaces.
We will give One Hundred Dollars for
any case of Deafness (caused by catarrh)
that cannot ! cured by Hall a Catarrh
Cure. Send for circulars free.
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Thousands of Republic Makes Announce
Miles On His Own
ment of Its Plans In

STEAM

JtliY

a

OF

MEXICO

Large assortment ust received.

W. W. FUTRELLE FURNITURE CO.
II

CITIZEN.

S

saves more steps than a bicycle

Pantry, Cnpbosrd and Table.

EVENING

i

v"

I avian ajrw,
PtVS)sfca CmUsT.
Chim cal Co.

Ithc Evans

oisomiuTLiri

I'm Biff tU for unnaturail
ditchavriiM.iAflauinjatiuDt,
trritftliODi or ulcartUiuua
of BucoDl mm rtr ansa
Pamirs nn nnl at.Sr.K.
f ol or poitHiDoui.

ftol by DranUU.
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The Standard
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CEDAR

PISION
AND TOltXILLO.
TEK-M-

STRICTLY CASH.

602 80UTH FIRST STREET.

When you want to buy, sell,
rent or exchange
Our work is as our name
implies, and our charges are
Household Goods
right.
Keep busy until you find
Standard

...

I It Y

Telephone No. 61 John S. Beaven

It

ujftuuilly.

WOOD

Ming & Heating Co Star Furniture Co.
214 W.
Albuquerque

Gold Ave.
New Mexico

It,

TfKKDAY, Jll--

EVENING

ALBUQUERQUE

ItOT.

Milady's Veil a

IS IN

GREAT YIELD OF MARKET

Toy

CITIZEN.

Untold This Season if She's Artistic.

J. C. BAJL7DRIDGE

DEALCt IN NATIVE AND CHICAGO LUMBKH
SHERWIN-WILLIAM-

UNSETTLED

RR

PAINT

S

Cover

more,

best, wears

look

the longest, most economical; full measure.
BUILDINO
PAPER Always in stock.
Plaster, Lime, Cement.
Paint, Glass, Bash, Doors, Etc.
FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE. ALflUQCER QUE, NEW SfEX.

MINES

STATE

G.L. Keppeler

New Henry Clews Defines Reasons
for Present Condition
Mexico Prospects Brings
of Trade.
Results.

Renewed

Activity

rw

v

York. July 16. Profit-takin- g
The Important thing this season
and adverse developments produced
more or less reaction In the stock s not the veil, but how to drape it
Confidence has been somemarket.
To be sure, there Is a wider and
what unsettled ty the aggressive at- more varied assortment of veils and
govtitude of federal, state and city
ever before,
corporations: by veilings this year than
ernments towards
much depends upon the taste
sensational reports concerning our re and
wearer
and
In se
discretion
of
the
lations with Japan, and by uncer- lecting her veils; but even more
detainties regarding the monetary out- pends
upon
discovering the most be
look, which remain perplexing.
coming
draping
manner
it,
and
of
Bank reserves are excessively low upon avoiding styles of drapery that
for the season and are being further accentuate inartistic lines,
sharp prodepleted this week by large treasury file, or other individual difficulties.
absorptions. We are now within six
example, there Is the sailor
season, hatFor
weeks of the
of broad, flaring brim, which the
when requirements on that account milliners insist shall be thrust upon
will begin to assert themselves ami us hls season, and Dame Fashion
when bank reserves should be rising. decrees that It must be draped. AfIn view of the present insistent de- ter selecting the drape, with regard
mands upon capital and the practical to the shade and woof most becomexhaustion of supply, the outlook for ing, there is more yet to do, for if
the money market Is anything but you would make the most of the veil
satisfactory.
and temper the drape- to your own
plain- Firm rates are almost sure to pre personal points of beauty, ormay
be,
dominate, and there Is no possibility ness of feature, as the case
go
you
must
Into earnest session be- of any continued bull movement In
experimenting
After
a
mirror.
existing
conditions.
securities under
Whether more gold will be shipped patiently you will find the style that
Europe or not does not yet ap suits your features best, and when-.
to
Is
under
The Bottom lollar mine
do, you should make haste to Bepear.
ordinary
condition
Under
new management and a contract has nuch
shipments would create no undevelopbeen let for considerable
considering our ample supment work. The Grand Central and easiness
ply. With the situation as it Is. gold weather during the Interval will b
mines. shipments,
rMh Kntrv. both well known
'however, are watched with needed to secure a good yield of these
owned by Denver people, are being more or less
crops.
jealousy.
worked with a small force, mosuy in
Market Unsettled.
Time money rate is 6 per cent, run
development.
nlng into next January, and there is
The stock market outlook is un
t.
iin I'tstm.
improvesettled for the seasons above menAt San Pedro the Santa Fe Oold no prospect of any material
practical failure tioned, and we cannot advise purA Conner Co. is now working 350 ment In slgTit. The
and
Pacific
Union
Atchison.
of
the
chases except on pronounced reac
men and shipping large quantities
York city loans is particularly tions. The general business situa
of copper matte. The ore values areIs New
esneclally
significant,
in view of the tion shows little change.
Our iron
Improving steadily. S. McCaftery
present congested condition of the and textile industries continue active
Rimerlntendent.
security
departprosperous.
markets.
In
other
and
BeautiJames Carruthers own the
ments of industry there are signs of
Attitude Towards Trusts.
ful Boy mine, adjoining the Santa
Fe Co.'s property, which is showing
Another source of unsettlement has reaction with no general weakness.
copper
up very well. There are several been the rather ' suddenly aggressive The reduction in the price of copper
camp
was signincani in tne price oi
which
in
this
nthcr nronerties
government
towards
of
the
attitude
of be- the trusts and monopolies, to say is no doubt that the high prices of
are giving good Indications
The ores here nothing of state and municipal ac- commodities and labor are exercising
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There Is a renewed activity In mining in Santa Fe county and particularly the mines of the Cerrlllos district, and there Is every reason to
believe that operations will soon be
e
vliror that
resumed with the
characterized
this and adjoining
camps in earlier days. Properties
which have been lying idle for a
number of years are being opened
up and worked with energy. The
price of zinc ore and the new processes for extracting it has given
murh encouragement to the reopen
ing of the mines in this section of
the district, for mines that used to
lose money are now enabled to make
a prollt despite the high cost of production.
Th. old Fairvlew mine now owned
has
by the Keystone Mining Co.,
been worked during the past winter
and good ore has been taken out. A
new shaft is coin down and ship
ments will soon be made. The com
pany owns several adjoining claims
which are to De aeveiopea ai once.
V. K. Foster Is manager of the

Ios f'errlllos.
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the cmbroiderled border, which they
Insist upon draping in a loose ungraceful fashion, after the manner
of an awning. While the vogue
really Incline to this stylo of draping good taste sanctions It only In
A. C. BILICKE and JOHN S. MITCHELL Invite their friend to maka
moderation. The loosely draped veil,
at Its most becoming degree, is shown
New Mexico headquarter at
In picture No. 3.
Picture No. 1
shows a manner of draping mat is
becoming, and
almost universally
by which, with a veil of the right
tint, the small crush hat of Inverted
Los Angeles, California
brim now in fashion may bo softened and given an Individual tourh
most gratifying.
No. 2 shows the
Tour friendship and patronage I appreciated. Courtesy and
popular style of draping the long
attention to guest Is a pleasure to us, Hollenbeck Hotel and Cafe
veil, where protection for the face
Is desired, as In driving or motoring.
better than ever. Location convenient and desirable.
The dotted veil is almost Invariably
Depot and beach line car atop at th Hollenbeck door.
more becoming than the plain.
transparent momomomD909omowomo909omo909omomomomowomomomi
The dainty, soft.
meshes for holding the hair and the
plumes of the dress hat In place
have not been worsted by the novel-for- e
ty veg- jt )(, too becoming and too
useful to be driven out, and it has
Albuquerque Foundry and Machine
a most important place In the vell-yo- u
box of the
women.
m. . MALL, Promrftor
Iron and Bras Casting; Ore, Coal and Lumber Car; Shaftings, Pulleys, Grade Bar, Babbit Metal; Column and Iroa
BABY THREW MOTHER'S
Front for Building.
mmpstrm m mining mn4 mill Mmnlnry m Bmlmlty
Albuquerque, N. M.
Foundry east aid ot railroad track.
PURSE FROM TRAIN 9
o

The Hollenbeck Hotel
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The extremists are going to ex- travagant lengths this year, partlc- ularly In the matter of the veil with

SILVER GUY BANK
BUYS NEW BUILDING

I

Sliver City. N. M., July 18. (Special.) The American National bank
and C. C. Shoemaker have purchased the Parker block on Bullard street
from L. C. Parker. The consideration Is not given out, but It ran well
up into the thousands as the Parker
block Is one of the best business
locations in the city.
The lower lloor of the building is
the American
at present occupied by
ExNational bank, the Wells-Farg- o
press Co., and C. C. Shoemaker's
clothing store.
A Wonderful Happening.
The best remedy for backache,
weak kidneys, inllamatlon of the
bladder Is DeWltt's Kidney and BladTheir action Is prompt
der Pills.
and sure. A week" treatmentSc. for
Co.
25c. Bold by J. H. O' Rlelly
nwuia TJftlo inarlv Risers
cmoit .lira ufa nllln Sold bv J. H.
O'RIellv & Co.
e
Subscribe for Th Evening Clttsen.
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well-dress-

Raton, X. M.,July 1. Mrs Amy
Belts, traveling from, Seattle, Wash.,

to Perkins, Okla., has just been started on her way home from here with

son after being
her
stranded from a most peculiar cause.
Mrs. Rett was on a Santa Fe train
coming here from Denver when, soon
after passing Herrlck station, four
miles north of here, the little child
picked up the mother's handbag containing her ticket, trunk check
and money and threw it out of the
window. An olllcial of the union de
pot searched most ot the night and
found the pockettoook and the trunk
check, but the ticket and money were
missing.
The officers of the depot secured a
ticket and sufficient money to pay
her expenses and started her home
ward.
"I have been somewhat costive.
Just the
but Doan's Regulets gavemildly
and
results desired. They act
regulate
the bowels perfectly."
Oeorge R. Krause, SOS Walnut Ave.,
Altoona, Pa.
ld
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Albuquerque Lumber Co.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex Flintkote Roofing

First and Marqoette

Albfsqtserqoe, New Mexico

0l000000
The Qt. Elmo
JOSEPH

BARNETT, Ptop'f .

X20 West Railroad Aventte

lOrflsBlMlK3
Finest Weiss ;
Wines, BrandUx. Etc. B
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CLUB WOOM
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THE BIG FAIR

"

NEW MEXICO'S
!Annual Territorial

Twenty-Sevent- h

Jrair Association
October 7th to 12th, Inclusive, 1907

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO
Everywhere!
Every Night:
Every Day!
$8,000
1,750
3,250
1,000
- 2,000

Horse Racing
Base Ball

Carnival
Historical Pageant
Free Acts
Attractions and Operating

e,

TOTALS,
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Ita-cin- e.
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4,000

$20,000

EXPENSE

IAKE RAILROAD RATES
"We're Going Some"
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BEST ADVEHTISIXO MEDIUM IN TIIE SOtJTIIWEST.
LEADING REPUBLICAN rAPER IN NEW MEXICO.
ALBUQUERQUE AND TIIE SOUTHWEST.
REPUBLICAN PRINCIPLES AND THE "SQUARE DEAL."
BOOSTING

ASSOCIATED PRESS REPORT AND AUXILIARY NEWS SERVICE.

06out Recent Reform
With the recent disclosures at the terrltorlnl prison, a beef Kraft among
the prison board members and the documents now turning up In connection
with the governor's office under Hagermnn, the fake reform regime Is being shown up for what it really was.
The Citizen has stood In the open, opposing the recent fake reform
regime to the last for one good and sufficient reason.
There was no reform

In it.
The whole affair was a cooked up conspiracy to destroy the republican
organization and the republican party In New Mexico and place In power a
et of men who have no affiliations with any party unless it be the democratic party.
These men desired control of territorial affairs for the purpose of
their own personal ends and the stand The Citizen has taken against
them, has been fully warranted by the disclosures already made and to be
made.
With less than two years many of them with less than one year
reformers have been shown up for as about as
In the saddle, the
big a set of shysters as ever tried to control a political field.
Instead of reform and the saving of money to the people, the
reform regime has been one of graft, malice and destruction.
Every means, fair and foul, have been used to ruin men who have
'been prominent in republican circles for years and whose official acts have
Mood the test of time.
These men are now being vindicated and the libel law, referred to frepapers will doubtless be Invoked to the
quently by these
Borrow of these papers.
If, as sometimes happens, there
The Citizen Is for good government..
are men unworthy of public trust in public positions, they should be weeded
out.
The Citizen will aid In such work at any time and against any man
In or out of any political organization. If he Is shown to be unworthy of
trust reposed In him.
But The Citizen will never loan Us efforts to any reform Vnxed upon
hypocrisy and graft as was the recent regime. The Citizen will not for one
minute consent to aid In ruining the reputations of men by underhanded
chicanery and treachery as was attempted under Hagerman administration.
If conditions had been rotten and a reform regime with real reform In
tt had attempted to right things. The Citizen would have been for reform.
This does not mean for one minute that The Citizen approves In any
manner of any acts of the late boy executive in buying votes with public
organizations
experts, catering to
offices, importing
and besllming republican officials without giving them fair and impartial
hearings.
The Citizen condemns Hagermnn's administration and the men who
were behind it for the unprincipled things Inaugurated under it.
The republican party has stood the test of a good many years In New
'
Mexico and elsewhere.
It has always been the bulwark of good times and
good government. The Citizen wll continue to support the republcan party
and tie 'square deal' and it does not fear for the outcome when the Issue
comes to the people of New Mexico.
ed

3fte Crop Report
Owing to the threatened shortage in crops during the early spring as the
result of continued cold weather, the crop report for 1907 as compiled by

the federal government,

3 Interesting.
The statistics man of the St. Louis Globe Democrat digs deeply Into the
tables of figures and succeeds In bringing the following tangible facts out
says:
of the mass. The
"Translated Into term which the wayfaring man understands", the gov
rnmert'a report of crop acreage and condition, which has Juat been made,
means this: The aggregate yield of wheat, winter and spring, will be about
634, 000,000 bushels, as compared with 735,000,000 for 1906. Corn will furnish us with 2,660,000,000 bushels this year, as against 2.927.000 last year
There will be 973,000,000 bushels of oats, while 1906 gave us 964.000.000,
and barley will furnish us 163.000.000 bushels, as against 178.000,000 last
year.
This is the outlook for 1907, as figured from the code published by
the department of agriculture at Washington.
"Therefore, there 19 a falling off in all the. important cereal crops except
oats, which will show a slight Increase. It Is altogether possible that the
present forecast may be different from what the actual harvest will show.
Changes may occur between now and the gathering of the crops which will
make the present estimates too high or too low. Guesses about the corn
crop which are made at the opening of July are especially liable to diverge
of the reapers in Oc
from the aggregate revealed at the general round-u- p
tober. The weather of the next two or three months may play fantastic
tricks with the estimates of Secretary Wilson's experts. There are chances,
however, that the harvest will be better than the present outlook, and these
give the country some hope.
"In case the present forecast turns out to be correct, the wheat crop of
1907 will be below those of 1898, 1901 and every year since then except
1904. The corn yield will exceed any previous crop except for 1905 and
1906. Oats will beat all the records except for 1902, and barley will break
all the records save that of 1906.
The situation at the end of the harvest
will, consequently, be better than was foreshadowed a month ago. As the
general average of prices is somewhat higher than it was last year at this
time, the grain growers are likely to lose little in the aggregate, but the
On the
consumer will be compelled to pay somewhat more for his food.
whole, the outlook is favorable for the continuation of the country's pros
perity, for a large part of the good times still depends on the record which
the farms make."
Globe-Democr-

'

at

The Las Vegas Optic says that Hayward is willing to resign from the
prison board since the exposure of his meat graft.
The Citizen Is unable
to hear a full chorus of enthusiastic Hayward supporters begging him to
Why don't he resign?
keep the Job on the prison board.
The Des Moines Ially News Rpeaks encouragingly to Its readers us fol
To Its readers the
lows: "Cheer up. It Is 114 in the shade In Arizona."
Arizona Star would say: "Cheer up; it is a cyclone In Iowa and people are
dying there when it Is only 83 in the shade. "
How do the other meat dealers In Las Vegas feel about the statement
purported to have been made by Hayward that he had the only fresh meat
in the city fit to sell to the territorial prison at nearly two cents more per
pound than any other dealer?
Ambassador Bryce says he expressed no opinion on the Oklahoma con
As the Oklahomans themselves d"n't know what to think or say
stltutlon.
of the document the ambassador should stand vindicated.
Regardless of legislation one large railroad system, the liuiiington, has
rate on all its lines in the various states.
made a uniform
There is
no quicker or more complete way to settle the problem.
The Nara Vista New Mexican, published at N'.ira Vista. Quav county
advocates the building of a structure suitable fur school, church und town
This is rather mixing the dates.
hall.
Lapland and Iceland report warmer weather than uvial this season. Hut

the idea that they are borrowing heat at our expense his

alned during the last few days.

not been
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It. C. Warwick, Inspector of the
bureau of animal industry, returned
this morning from a trip to the
Navajo reservation in Arizona, where
he was engaged in government work.
A party of young people, made up
of Misses Belle and Hannah Sower,
fc.Ha May Bangs, Kathryn Hammond
and Marie Fields, and Messrs. Allen
Leonard, Morle Field, and Miller will
spend tomorrow fishing on the Pecos
river.
The Imperial Quintette has been
organized here with five well known
young singers of Albuquerque com
prising lt membership.
They are:
W. O. Peltier, J. A. Jones, F. W.
Byer, H. T. Onstead and F. Kerzmari,
W. O. Peltier is the leader.
Prof. W. K. Preston, formerly a
chemist at the University of New
Mexico, and now connected with a
large cement company of Kl Paso, is
transacting business in Albuquerque
today.
"
Mr. and Mrs. Edward H. Kemp,
recognized throughout the east as
among the best exponents of Indian
Hie, scenes
and pastimes, passed
through Albuquerque yesterday en
route .to san Francisco.
Modesto C. Ortiz, a local attorney
defended Octavlo Martinez, charged
with
before the Justice
at Bernalillo yesterday.
Martinez
waived examination and the court
bound him over to the grand Jury.
Marriage licenses were Issued yesterday to Isabel Lucero, of Albu
querque and Alfredo M. Sandoval, of
Alameda, and .to t'lolhllde Alumllla
und Francisco Sulazar, both of Tor
reon, N. M.
B. B. Gray, of Detroit. Mich., has
joined the si a IT of S. U. KoHenwald's
store, at their department store at
Third and Central avenue, as a win
dow trimmer and decorator.
Mrs,
tiray accompanied her husband here,
At a special session of the probate
court yesterduy the petition of Mar
tha K. Hart, praying to be appointed
admlnlslratlx of the estate of John
Hart, deceased, was approved
by
Probate Judge Romero and the bond
was fixed at J 1,000. The court has
adjourned until the first Monday in

T v.

I Only Thing For a Picnic

K.

firm.

FIELDS

The Roswell Record apptars to have "trun down" the Morning Journal
nd its reform fight.
Is It possible that the Itecord did not get in on the
"divvy?"

'A

The Hawkeye Refrigerator Basket
Prosperity and Plenty Abound
in Mining Camps
There.
Gallup, N. M., July 16. (Special)
The American Fuel company Is almost entirely in control of the coal
situation as far as the coat fields of
McKlnley county are concerned. Its
proprietorship Include the Clarkvllle
mine, the Weaver, the Heaton, the
Otero and the Navajo mines.
The last named mine is a new
one und not yet producing.
The
Navajo is being developed under the
superintendency of Albert Low.
A
railroad track Is being laid to it now
and unless something should interfere with the development, coal will
be hauled from it by early fall.
The Otero mine, though owned by
the American Fuel company, is being worked by John Beddow & Co.,
under lease.
The Weaver is the largest producing mine In the district. More than
350 millers are employed In it and
the output is enormous. John Jennings is superintendent at the Weaver.
The Heaton Is the second largest
producing mine in the district and is
being operated tinder the superin
tendency of Wm. Westwater.
The
miners employed at this camp number 276.
The Navajo. Heaton. Weaver and
Otero are between four and five
miles north of Gallup, and are
grouped around Gibson, the headquarters camp, within a radius of
two miles. Clarkvllle is six miles
from Gallup and a little to the west
of Gibson.
To Gibson.
While a crow might reach Gibson
from Gallup by flying three miles,
man must travel four miles over
very uneven road that creeps un
out of tho dry valley of the Rio Puer-c- o
of the west and winds around
through a procession of yellow rock
ridden hills. A half mile from Gallup
the road passes a forsaken derrick
and weather beaten dump of slate
colored earth as high as a house.
The derrick and tne dump are a
monument to the expenditure of a
great deal of money and labor. The
driver informs us that the men who
sunk the shaft at the bottom of the
derrick had poor luck
with this
mine.
A little further on the road passes
the mine of Stevan I'anovan, who
may be counted as one of the vet
eran coal operators of the district.
Mr. Cannvan Is not operating on a
very large Bcale, but he Is working
all the men he can hire and taking
out coal six days a week.
The road here crosses the railroad
that climbs the hills to the mines
and passes on into the town of Gib

Compartment for Ice Keeps
Temperature Down to 58
Degrees for 14 Hours. Indispensable to Those Who
Have Used It. :: :: :: ::

1

McINTOSH HARDWARE CO.
and sand rock. It varies in thickness
from four to seven feet, averaging
probably six feet. It crops out on
ton of the ground In many places
and has been followed in some of thd
mines to a dotith of 2.000 feet. It is
a very fine quality of lignite coal.

M. L SCHUTT

p

"There's no place like home when
that home Is Albuquerque," remarked B. K. Adams, a local undertaker,
who has Just returned from a month's
his native state.
visit in Indiana,
When I arrived at Jonesboro, In
diana, by former home, it was cool,
but the coolness soon vanished, and
it became hot and then hotter, until I decided to come back to Albu
querque, where though it gets warm,
it is never so hot that one cannot
be comfortalble.
"I have been back to Indiana twlca
this year, and everything Is the same
In the Hoosler state, the only excite
ment being over the political situa
tion."

TELEGRAPHIC

C. F. Allen

219 South 2nd
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Strett
Real Estate and Loans
Agent for
Hartford, Conn

Life and Accident,
The Str o n g e st Company
Writing Accident Insur-
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ance in the World.
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General

BAR OF COMMERCE
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Call up 597

New York Stocks.
October cotton
Amalgamated Copper
Aimiican Smelters
American Car Foundry
Anaconda
Atchison com
I'rooklyn Rapid 'rranslt
Baltimore and Ohio
Canadian Pacific
Colorado Fuel
Erie com
Pennsylvania
heading com '
Pock Island
Southern Pacific
St. Paul
I'nion Pacific
17. S. S
LT.
S. S. pfd
Greene Cananea
snsr.non
Calumet and Arizona
old Ijomii.lcn
Cjpper 1. ai.ee
Copper Range
Nlpisslng
North liutte

non-suipo- rt

two-stor-

E.

South First St. Thone 1036
Finest Liquors and Cigars.
Family Trade a Specialty

When in need of anything in the
202

Jobbing

305 West Gold

Highland Livery
Saddle horses a specialty. Best
drivers In the city. Proprietor of
"Sadie," the picnic wagon.
BAMBItOOK BR03.
Phone 696.
112 John Streei

Rooting,

Guttering, etc.

BAKERY LINK

The
minds
paint
camps

Cornices, Sky
Lights, Stock
and ; Storage
Tanks, H o t
Air Furnaces,

Galvanized

Travelers' Insurance Co.,

Market letters received by F. J.
Graf & Co., brokers, room 37 Harnett
building, Albuquerque, N. M., over French Bakery Co.
their own private wires.

son.

first glimpse of Gibson re
one of an advertisement for a
house. Unlike most mining
where the houses are all own
eii ty one company ana painted a
dull red some other uniform color.
the houses of Gibson, Weaver and
Heaton, are all painted In different
colors, red, white, blue
and every
tint of the rainbow. ' Tho effect' is
quite pleasing in) the eye.
The houses ars built on orderly
streets and the town occupies the
side of a hill. At the highest point
Is the company store. It Is a very
large building with a flag pole on the
gaible, from Which floats old glory
though 75 tier cent of the population
foreigners Italians,
Japanese
are
and Slavs, the last named predominating. The other 25 per cent of the
population are natives and Ameti
cans.
Tho second pretentious building In
Gibson is the saloon, which is dl
rectly in front of the store and but
a short distance away and the third
building In the place is the hotel, a
y
structure,
which is
new
conducted by Mrs. M. Akers, form
erly of Albuquerque. When In Albu
querque Mrs. Akers resided at 1504
AUgUST.
South Second street.
There will be a special meeting of
A mountain of coal dust from the
the Commercial club tomorrow night exhausted Gibson mine almost com
in tne eluiD purlors.
The meetlnu is pletely tills the canyon In which Gib
called for the purpose of hearing lhs son is Duut. Just above me town.
report or the armory committee
And Just beyond this Is Weaver and
wnicn win ten wnat has been decid the Weaver ni ne. Here again ar
upon
ed
in the matter of selecting encountered rows of varied colored
and securing a site for the proposed houses.
The town consists of but
new armory.
two streets, down one hill and uo
The streets are clean and
The Fraternal Brotherhood tield a another.
meeting Monday evening in the Klks' the uremlses look sanitary, a condl
not
often found
la mining
opera house, with over one hundred tion
persons in attendance.
south side of many
The session camps. On thewere
to be seen proswas open to the public and was much of the houses
enjoyed. About forty members have perous gardens of lettuce and radish
vegetables.
The tem
other
es
and
been initiated into the Brotherhood
since June 1, and several others are perature was about 75. and through
open windows the residents of the
awaiting their turn.
place could be seen playing cards,
The wedding of Alfredo Sandoval with
present gluss of be-ithe son of Jesus Maria Sandoval, a sitting theon ever
the table near the right
well known sheepman of Sandoval,
of the player.
and Miss Isabel Lucero Mori to va. hand
A little farther on was a crowd of
daughter of Francisco Lucero Mon. men.
Their shouts could be heard
otya, a prominent resident of Ala- It was Sunmeua, is announced to take place on before we reached them. not
working.
day
and the mines were
July 22. The young people are well
engaging
in
younger
men
were
The
Known in Albuquerque.
sports. The game these men were
game
called
Ten new electric cars nassed playing Is an Italian
through the city yesterday on the "bogglo." The players each have a
Santa Fe. They are on their way to wooden bull about four inches In
(iuadalajura, Mexico, where they will diameter.
Then there is a smaller
be used on
the electric line Just ball, which Is thrown as far ad one
now . being established
players
ran throw It. The
of
the
The
there.
Jalisco capital has never heretofore game is then to se which player can
had electric cars, although a large throw his .ball closest to the small
anu otnerwise quite up to date city ball. Most of the players leaped Into
as they threw, und took a
Joe Harris, a young colored man the air
very much like an actor makes
was found on the streets last night hop
doing
some fancy stunt on a
when
acting strangely and was locked up spring
board. When the game was
rur saiety. in uollce court th is morn at an end
hud
ing It was brought out that liarrla been done toandseethewhomeasuring
had won, a
has spells of Insanity in which he shout would go up and some of the
imagines un enemy Is after him ti more enthusiastic ones would throw
do him violence.
Harris is confined
hats Into the uir. The money
at the city jail to await develonnients their
in this case pieces of company
Thomas F. Meyers, who, upon the scrip of small value was then dicomplaint of his wife. Nina M. Mey vided.
The road that Vegan at Gallup,
ers. was arrested
for
mid arraigned before Police Judge passed through Gibson and Weaver,
a rugW. W. Meridian last
Friday, and anil continues on, and ascends
was ordered by the court
to con- ged hill covered with scraggy pine.
over
A
a
Gibson
'D
mile
and
half
from
tribute i
a month toward (he support of his family, has refused to this hill Is the practically new nilna
comply with the order and yesterday of Heaton, named after the very
was sentenced to ten days hard labor capable sales agent of the American
Fuel company.
and committed to the county Jail.
Here again we found the different
Three boys, who piled rocks on the colored
houses, and the clean streets.
street car tracks ut the corner of
In
building
most pretentious
Twelfth street and New York ave- The
by
nue Sunday night, were brought be- j Heaton Is the hotel, conducted
Gallup.
Jacinb
Peternel,
formerly
of
fore Acting Police Judge McClellan
is a store In Heaton and the
at 7 o'clock last evening. They were There
people of the place will have a post- severely repriinandi'd
by the court office
as
and sentenced to five days each In pointed. soon as a postmaster is up- the city jail, which sentence
was
Coal Vein Six lWt Thick,
suspended
during good
behavior.
While in the present Instance the j D. Pattison Is general superintendrm-kon the rulls did not cause dament for the
Fuel company
age, Motorman Peterson having seen in McKlnley American
county.
number of
the otxitruction and stopped his car miners employed at allThe
the mines will
Just In time, a serious accident might total close to l.OuO, which with woeasily have occurred.
Should any men and
make a settlement
boys be caught committing similar of about children,
1.5U0 people.
mischief, mi matter If only "for fun," . According to Mr.
Pattison the coal
they will be severely dealt with.
of the district is found between clay

(

Albuquerque. New Mex.

Gradi & Graonini

R.R.Ave.

$11.75
DlHi
119
44
67
91
58
98 Vi

,117Mi
3 2 VI
25 7s

122
103
22
81
133
143
38
100
16Vfe

17
165
47
80
80
10
83

We Rive siiocial attention to FARM MACHINERY Alfalfa Slower.
Wheat Hinders, Rakes, liny Presses, Wind Mills. Wo carry high quality of
of machinery nnd tools. Write us for specinl catalogue. J. KORRE:it & CO.,
Wholesale, Albuquerque, N. M.

Kansas City Market.
Kansas City, July 16. Cattle re
ceipts 14.000. Market strong to 10c
3.80 dv 5.00
lower.
Southern steers
southern cows $2. 50 ii 3.85; stockers
and feeders f 3.00(U4.0; bulls iZ.'i'u
(n $4.50;
i 7. .00;
western
calves
western fed
fed steers $4.0045.90;
cows $2.7514.60.
ISheep receipts 6000. Market strong,
Mutton: $5.15(a 6.00; lambs $7.00(V
7.65; range wethers $4.75&5.15; fed
ewes $4.15 lily 5.75.

These Are

14-5-

Cliicagu Livestock.
Chicago, July 16. Cattle receipts
4.000. Market steady. Ueeves $4.6
cows
$1.75ii)5.30; heifers
'if 7.30 ;
$2.65(u 5.75; calves $6.00 (j 8.00; good
to prime steers $5.75 7.30; poor to
stockers and
medium $4.75iU8.75;
teeners $2.90 4l 5.25.
13,000.
Sheep receipts
Market
strong. Western $4.00 (ii 6.00 ; yearlings JG.imko 6.75; lambs $5.75 7.60;
western $5.i5w-65- .

r

Prtxluce Market.
Chicago, July 16. Closing quota
Hons:
Sept.
Wheat July

92.
Corn

July
July
Pork July

Oats

16.45.

Lard
Hibs

Carriage
Buying
Days

Easy Terms

and
Low Prices
Do you Intend buying
ehlcle c enjoy the summer months? If you
do don't pass us by. We don't urge you to buy an expensive vehicle
we have many good atylea within the range of modest
Incomes.

Top Buggies. Runabouts, Stanhopes. Surreys and Spring Wagons of
all kinds. Don't stay away because you are not rich. Come and se

Albuquerque Carriage

89;
Sept. 53.
53;
Sept.
43;
Sept. $16.42
$16.27

Corner First and Tiler as Road.

38.

July $8.80; Sept. $9.00.
July $8.45 ; Sept. $8.t5.
Spelter Market,
July 16. Spelter

St. Louis,
$6.15.

Metal Market.

New York. July
$5,154) 5.5; copper

67?e.

16.

I.ead

$21'ii 27;

dull,

The historical "Old Hickory" Chair.

dull
silver

Light, comfot table, durable
and especially adapted to hard
service.

St. IamiU Wool Market.
St. Liouis, July 16. Wool steady;

rt

kok svi.i: on ici:nt.

t

Two hundred nercw of farm- iiiK land In lo l.uuas county,
all miller diuii. V. S. Micru,
t uliu, . M.
1 1 1 1 1
11

;i

m

O
i

'
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A new restuuranv under the nian- ngenient of M.ircua
and Anderson,
hug been opentd In place of the one
formerly known as Graham's Cafe,
and Is now In firat class running or- der. You will find there the bent that
the market affords, at prices to suit
the times. Mr. Anderson Is one of
the best and most experienced cooks
in these parts, and nobobdy knows
the management and flancierlng of a
restaurant better than Mr. Marcus.
Your patronage will be appreciated.

Co.

Andrew Jackson Chair

unchanged.

.

Mr. Bryan insists that the republicans borrow their principle.
W
he state how many of his nominally democratic principles he borrowed fro
the populism?

1W7..

22a&3fca

H'lflfiirv nniiwTV Awn
hi iiiiiLL i j uuuni i nuu
ITS GREAT COAL

Kcllcy, owner of a large
farm In the Kstancla valley, spent
yesterday here.
Kdward Paul, A sheep man of
I.lmon, Colo., visited the local markets yesterday.
Nestor Montoya snd family, who
been visiting In Santa Fe, rehae
turned last night.
Mrs. R. Hnseriwald and family will
to
leave Thursday for California
spend the summer.
J. H. O'Rieily, nccompaned by his
family, left this morning for a week's
outing on the Pecos river.
S. U. Rosenwald, a local merchant.
Is spending his annual vacation in
New York City with friends.
C. J. Davis, Ben Welller and William Stone, of Denver, Colo., are
transacting busine-ss- in Albuquerque.
See the J. P. Palmer auction notice on page eight. Second street car
line passes within one block of the
place.
The California limited was forty-fiv- e
minutes late today, arriving here
at 1:05 o'clock, being delayed east
of Last Vegas.
Street cars run within one block
of the big grocery auction at J. F.
BePalmer's, First und Marquette.
gins tomorrow.
Big auction of groceries nt J. F.
Palmer'.. 'nst and Marquette. Take
tne streei tar to Second and Marquette, and you walk one block.
George A. Kane man, of the Domingo Lumber Co., returned last
night from Domingo, where he has
been on business for the company.
Attorney Harry Owens, of the law
firm of KJock and Owens, who has
been laid up several weeks with typhoid fever, Is able to' be out again,
Manager Matson, of the Mcintosh
Browns' ball team, has signed for a
game on July 28 at Traction park
with the El Paso Southwestern team.
Paul A. Larsh, general manager
of the Southwestern Lead & Coal
company at Kngle, spent yesterday in
the city purchasing supplies for his
T.
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$2.75

ROCkCr to match

3.25

Come and see our line of , . . .
OLD HICKORY FURNITURE

ALBERT FA BUR'S
308-31- 0

W. Central Avenue

.. .. Staab Building

TUESDAY,
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ALBUQUERQUE
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Try our Teas

Ill

BUILD

RIVER

We have a full line of

TO SANTA

LINE

FROM

FE

ITS

DOMINGO

TO

EVENING

DOUBLE BARBED

LIST

WIRE

CITIZEN.

CAUSES

ABANDONMENT OF

OF

EMPLOYES

SEARCH

CHASE & 5ANB0RNS

Package Teat

Shipment of Ties to New
kling Plant to be
Facilitated.

Including

Gunpowder,

Pic-

Albuquerque Shop Force Will Dangerous Obstacles In River
Be Largely Increased
Interfere With ReIn Short Time.
covery of Body.

Oolong,

n

To facilitate

English Breakfast
h

Cevlon-Indi- a.

Orange Pekoe,
Ceylon and
Emperors Blend
a special blend for Iced Tea.

It is something better

than you are now using.

TRY IT

M

X

MALOY'S
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UfiQ

Columbus
Hotel
For Good

Meals
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WITNESS

the shipment

of ties

The Santa Fe railway, according to

to the new tie pickling plant of the
Santa Fe. the largest In the United a well known railway man todny,
u States,
which Is being constructed will about September 1, largely Insouth of this city, the railroad will crease Its force here, more than
build a spur track, ten miles long, doubling the present
number of Its
extending from the main line at Domingo to the river at a point near employes. The road Is handling a

CHARGED

the big boom, which Is to be constructed by the Rio Grande Boom
company In the river near Domingo.
Surveys for the branch line have
been made, and it Is expected that It
will be ready foi operation by the
time the pickling jilai.t here Is completed.
The boom above Domingo will
catch the ties, which will be thrown
Into the river and guided down
stream by the boom, company's men.
Improved
machinery will
modern
take the ties out of the water at the
boom and load them on fiat cars. In
order that they may be rushed to the
pickling plant for treatment.
The boom company has) a contract
to furnish the majority of the ties
used in this part of the Santa Fe
system's
and repair
construction
work.
The actual results of the location
of the. tie pickling plant In Albuquerque is now beginning to appear.
Not only is a large force at work on
the construction of that plant, but a
big force will be required to construct this railroad spur, and the
boom and other equipment for the
logging company. When all is complete, large forces will be necessary
to cut and transport the timber and
to treat It when It arrives at tho
pickling plant.
Experts who have visited the city
and inspected the tie plant, declare
that It is one of the largest in the
world and beyond any doubt the
largest in the United States. That
it will require many men In its operation is an undoubted fact.
TO PROVE

FAILED

WITH PERJURY

ASSAILANT'S

ARRESJFD
(Continued From Page One.)
has produced witnesses to contradict
the testimony of the
murderer and other witnesses to
show that if he murdered, he murdered because he was employed by
detectives In the employ of the owners of mines and wealthy citizens of
Colorado to commit crimes that
might be laid to the door of the
Western Federation.
The state of Idaho, through its
representative counsel, will argue to
the Jury within the next two weeks
that Orchard's story is true and that
there did exist the widespread con
spiracy to terrorise what is called by
the defendants in this case "the
capitalistic class."
To IMHrmlit Staff's WHiichn.
The Western Federation of Miner,
argue
through its attorneys,
will
that Orchard Is a perjurer for reward the reward being immunity
from punishment for the murder of
former Governor Steunenberg, and
that a conspiracy now exists on th2
part of the mine owners and employers of labor to discredit the Western
Federation of Miners, even though
Moyer
Haywood,
and Pettibone
should hang in pursuance of their
plans.
Two arguments on each side will
be made.
.
Will Xot IVrinlt
Judge Fremont Wood intimates to
counsel that the case must be concluded. He points out that by limiting the scope of the examinations
of witnesses on both sides, the hearing might have been much shortened,
but that he was desirous of giving
every opportunity to counsel to develop their case in direct.
Now, however, the situation is different and further delay would be an
injustice to the state, while the continued confinement of the Jury would
imperil the case.
ed

Ik-lay-

OPERATORS AND

vast volume of business and needs
many repairs and much new work.
In speaking of conditions on the
road, the official said:
"The Santa Fe is handling
more
business today than ever before In
her history. Iast year business increased over the previous year at a
rate of one million dollars, gross per
month, which meant twelve millions
Increase for the year.
"You can easily see that such a
vast increase must be met with new
equipment,
modern
facilities
for
handling traffic, and plenty of machinery and men for keeping these
facilities in operating shape. We use
the heaviest type of engines on this
line and, despite the fact that the
roadbed is the finest In the world,
and kept in shape by a large number
of men. It is about all that the road
can do to keep things moving rap-Id- ly
enough to hold down danger of
Blockades. The ballasting of this division Is proceeding rapidly and it
will soon be In better shape than ever.
Xco:I More Men.
"In order to handle the business
done on this line, It Is necessary that
every engine, car and other piece of
rolling or working stock be kept In
first class condition and working to
Its full limit of endurance.
"To attain this condition, the Santa Fe must have more men and you
can take it as straight truth when I
tell you that I have information from
the principal officials of the system
that the Albuquerque force will be
practically doubled in a short time.
We will also have many
additlos
made to shop and roundhouse facilities, etc.. In order that we may
handle the rolling stock to better advantage."
Several local officials refused to
make any statement about the proposed increase In the number of men
but it Is generally conceded that the
additional force will be put on within a short time, not later than September 1, and presumably
before
that time.
At the present time the road's shop
and roundhouse Inspectors are studying every improvement in facilities
in shops and roundhouses over the
country with a view to installing
every possiole Improvement In the
service on this mad.

IDENTITY

Jesus Sandoval, who was arrested
lust night, charged with assaulting
with Intent to kill, a young man
named Troutmnn. a son of George
Ticutman, formerly In charge of the
Santa Fe yards, was released this
morning by teason of his Identity
not being fully established as the
guilty party, although he bears the
alYoung Troutman
hame name.
leges that several days ago Sandoval,
w
in the new Santa Fe
who was
yards, struck him over the head with
a bar of iron though he did nothing OFFICIAL MATTERS
is
to provoke the act. Troutman
still compelled to have his head bandaged up.
AT COURT
LOOKING

TOR
FOR

SITE

HOUSE

Barbed wire has caused the abandonment of the search for the body
oC Francisco
Vlllegas, the young
trombone player who was drowned
Saturday In the Rio Grande near the
Harelas bridge. Deputy Sheriff
of old town, who aided
Sheriff ArmJJo and the other searchers in the quest for the body Saturday, was badly scratched about the
linubs by the barfoed wire and branch
es of sunken trees which he encoun
tered beneath the surface of the water. Others have met the same ob
stacles since that time, and yesterday
evening it was practically decided to
abandon the search, with the excep
tion or Keeping a close watch on the
river, in order that the body may be
recovered if it come to the surface.
The liver Is declared to be full of
floating drift wood, sunken below the
surface but still moving, tree limbs.
roots, barbed wire and other kindred
Objects wWch
make swimming or
wading In the current not only difficult but dangerous.
Strong swim
mers are unable to breast the current
ropes,
unless aided by
held by companions on shore, and even this meth
od Is not without Its dangers.
If Vlllegas' body is not held down
by snags, or imbedded in a hole in
the river bottom, it will soon rise to
the surface, and It will undoubtedly
be found, In such event, as watcher
are observing the stream for many
miles below here.
ANNA

OIG FACTORY

l.UJHII.

The sale of lots 11 and 12, block
13, Eastern
addition, was recorded
yesterday. The property was sold by
Margaret Stewart et al, to Frank C.
Stewart Consideration, $1.
The sale of lot 3. block 35. Perea
addition, was recorded yesterday as
sum to Aipnonse Simpler and wife to
Jesus M. Sandoval for $225.
The undivided half in W. 132 feet
of lot 6, block 1, Lewis and' Slmonds
addition was recorded today as sold
to W. C. Warlick by G. C. Emmons.
Consideration, $1.

may land another
Albuquerque
manufacturing plant of considerable
Importance in the shape of a hardware factory, which will manufacture
r,
stoves. Implements, etc. W. G.
representing a company of
Eust Liverpool, Ohio, men, is in the
city looking over prospects for the
establishment of sudi a concern.
Mr. Carnahour
has investigated
proposed sites in Kansas and Colomaking
an examrado and is now
ination of New Mexico locations.
Car-nahou-

GETS

FEE'S
STORE.

PEERLESS HOME-MADAT WALTON'S DRUG
E

CANDIES,

DECREE

Farls, France July 16. The appeal
of Count lionl De Castellane from
the decision of the court on Novem
ber 14 last, granting a divorce to the
countess, formerly Anna Uould, was
dismissed this afternoon and a final
decree of divorce duly entered.
Attorneys for the court made practically no contest.
Although
the
count, under the law, has jlIII sixty
days in which to appeal to the court
of cassation on legal grounds, the
Judgment today Is regarded as final,
as negotiations have (been practically
concluded by which Madame (louid
is to settle the cases of all creditors,
both against herself and the count.
Dyspepsia is our national ailment.

Rurdock Blood Hitters is the national cure for it. It strengthens
stomach membranes, promotes flow of digestive Juices,
purifies the blood,
builds you up.

Consult

a

IKS'

CONVENTION

IS

IN

SESSION

Philadelphia,
Pa., July 16. The
first business of the session of the
grand lodge of Ulks was held this
mori.ing. According to the report of
the secretary, the order now has
passed the quarter million mark in
membership with l.ysl lodges.
The report of the grand trustees
recommends that, owing to the large
fund now in the treasury, more than
J250.0UO, the per cupita tax be reduced fifteen cents. The feature of the
is the elaborate entertainment of the ladies accompanying the
out of town Klks.
WAS 1

1

1

X
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Washington. I). C, July 16. (Serial) The assistant secretary of the
interior and lite assit.mt attorney
general fpetit several
hours
this
morning in conference mi various
questions umonir which It Is said was
Hie question of the investigation of
public land frauds In New Mexico.
The nature of the conference could
iiot be learned.

Dentist

Full Sot of Tpeth
Gold lulling
$1.50 op
Gold Crowns
$a
rainless Extracting. . .50c

m
fJjk
U" Q

AXL WORK AnsOLUTKLT

GUAR

ANTEED.

ADDRESS

Meals at all Hours. First Class Service Private
Dining Rooms in Connection. Fresh Lobsters
and Blue Point Oysters Received Daily. - - ;

1RS. COPP and PETTTT.

OOM 13. N. T. ARM I JO BI.DG.
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
Q
The Parlalan

Beauty Parlors

Undor Savoy Hotel

E. SUNTAAGG,

C.

Hair Drcsilnf
Shampooing
Scalp Trettmtat

Facial MasMf
Electroloalt
Mankarlaf
Chlldrca'a Hair Calling

We manufacture all kinds
of Ladles' Hair Goods. Complete line of Switches. Pompadours, PufTs, Wigs, etc.
We carry a complete line
of Alleen Berg'a Celebrated
Creams and Tonics, which are
especially prepared
for this
climate. Tour patronage Is respectfully solicited.

and Mrs. James Slaughter,

Mr.

Proprietors

tMIIITIITITTTTTTTTTITTV

Mrs.

Riper's

Van

PRIVATE

BOARDING

HOUSE

Next Elks' Opera House

Your Credit is Good

Convenience - Comfort - Security
.

The telephone make the
.dnUee lighter, the earea lean
and the worrtoa fewer.
TOC NK

Clothe your family on $1.00
per week
OtO WtCmntrml

BELL'S

LIVERY

000000OeOaK3aK30

5cccccooccccc
TPJLiY

424 NORTH SECOND ST.
TELEPHONE 48

C. H. Carnes, O.D.
The Railroad Avenue Optician

Notary Public

SUPERIOR
PLANING MIJLl7
SEE OUR NEW BRICK HDILDTNO
'orooooooooooot
WHEN YOU BUY A

BUY A

CHICKERING

Albuquerque.

"

UNMOUNT TENT OIT

Ag-h-

Cough Cure
"ALL DRUGGISTS"

to wear
will

keep your feet dry ami save your
A 11 sines for men. women ami
t
children.
May's shoe store, 311
Wr.-- t
t'cinral avenue.
shoes.

mer climate-

-

Resident physicians.

Rates $10.00 Per Week

&

SONS

There Are No Better

WH1TS0N MUSIC CO.,

124 South Second St.

California
Excursions
Every Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday during

June, July. August
and September

::

::

::

Return Limit Nov. 30
Extremely Low Rates
Los Angeles and Return $35

San Diejto, Coronado and

3

Return
$35
San Francisco and Return $45

3rd St.& Gold Ave.
MO0000000K3000(

m

Th.--

PIANO

Corner

,a.

iiuy a pair of our rubber
nine sprinkling the lawn.

SCREENS

Door acreena aa atronr; aa an ordinary door at pricea that dar
enstern-mad- e
icreen doora In both atrength and price. Window
acreena that ara aa atrong aa a door at 7 centa
per foot at tha

New Location

Cough Caution

Dr. Shoop's

IN TOTO HOME

"awaaBaawaajawawawawsmwai

HENRY'S
Cleaning and Pressing Works

i

A TELEPHONE

Hie

with

E. M AH ARAM

"The Reign of the Rraln," the lecEyes Examined Free '
ture delivered by ltev. J. Wesley
Hill, of New Tork, at the First M.
1 14 Railroad Avenue
K. church last evening, was attended
by a large audience, and was one of
ALBUQUERQUE. N. M.
the finest oratorical efforts, and most
Interestingly discussed themes ever
listened to In this city.
Wm. Wallace McGlellan
lr. Hill Is a lecturer of rare ability
and much thought and his profound
expounding of theories, m4ngled with Justice of Peace, Precinct No. 12
true wit, is such that an audience deALBUQUKRQUC, N. M.
lights to hear him.

HAWLEY

,

telephone
The
your health, prolongs year
and protects yonr home.

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

.'

'

Proprietor

120 Soatb Fourth St.

Hatters

I

1

Open Day and Night.

The Albuquerque

,r,

j j

Where to Dine Well

oooooooooa)ooo

un

WEST RAILROAD AVENUE NEXT TO BANK OF
COMMERCE.

"

NOTICE OF 1HSSOMTIOX.
Notice is hereby given that th? Collections made at Korber Building 124
OPERA COMPANY TO
firm of F. E. Sturges & Company
N. Second Street From 9 to 12 a.m.
has this day been dissolved by muBRUTAL ATTACK ON
tual consent of the parties, F. E.
and 2 te 4 p.
Sturges having purchased the Interest
GO
TO EL
PASO of
In
Jake Xvy
and to said business, Residence 723 N. Fourth St.
DOG
HELPLESS
and will continue
to conduct the
same and will collect all indebtedAlbuquerque
playgoers will have ness due and owing to said firm und
to see will pay all debts due bv same.
A young man this morning excited only nine more opportunities
Boston Ideal Comic Opera comF. E. STUKOES.
considerable indigatlon among num- the
pany,
popular
as.
organization
that
JAKE MOVY.
erous passersby on Second street near will conclude Its engagement
the
at
X
Albuquerque,
.M.. July 11, 1907.
Gold avenue by the heartless manwith the performance
one
ner in which he attacked and badly Casino
week
from
tonight,
and will go to
wounded a fine dog, which was not El Paso for a long engagement.
mwkhkad formally
In any way bothering him.
The
of
rendition
"A
Honeyi:lecti:i senator
The animal was lying close to the moon" Monday night Persian
was , witnessed
euro,
t
Montgomery.
,.
...
Ala.. July 16. The
111011... a
nniiiiiK
ioi
Hats Cleaned and Blocked In
i
'"'Re Huuience. anu me lun wo houses of the state legisature
in
musiei.
fho
toof the comedy delighted
them all day In sepurate session elected forany Style Panamas
who did not own the premises
Spein The
elegant costumes with which this mer Congressman
front of which the animal waited, company
John H. Hankhead
equipped, are by no to the I'nltedw States
cialty
Clothing
steam
picked up a hammer and threw it at means the isleast
senate to suc
part of fhe pleasure ceed the ate Senator Morgan.
the dog, breaking one of Its hind the company gives
Cleaned and Pressed.
i
at each performlegs and sending it uway howling In ance.
proas Orders Attended
to
pain.
tosame
play
The
will
be
rendered
Several leading business men wit- night and tomorrow night.
Promptly.
Thursnessed the affair and intend to take day night the bill will be
the popular
steps to prosecute the offender.
Supplies Finishing for Amateurs. 1
"Pinafore," which will continue unloan Kodaks free.
til
Sunday
night,
Including
Piles get quick ana certain relief day matinee. "Said Pasha" thewillSun-be
from Dr. Shoop'a Maglo Ointment. put on Sunday and Monday nights,
Please note It is made alone for and Tuesday night the farewell play
Phone 580.
On tho Corner
Piles, and Its action Is positive and by the company,
Dlavalo," will
Leading; Stationer.
The
certain. Itching, painful, protruding be rendered. ThLs"Fra
will be the closor blind piles disappear like magic by ing number.
Large nickel-cappe- d
its use.
glass
Jars 50 cents. Sold by al' dealers.
o
AN EXCURSION TO
Kodol will nourish and strengthen
your dlgesetlve organs and furnish
the natural digestive juices for your
TERRITORIAL CAPITAL
stomach. It will make you well. Kodol dlges's whd you eat.
Bold by J.
O'Uielly & Co.
Tickets for the excursion, which
WAXTO) YCH'XG
MAX
IYK the Santa Fe railway will run to SanLadies' and Gentlemen's Clothes, Cleaned,
SOl'A 1XU XTA1X.
VANX
IMtl ti ta Fe next Sunduy under the auCO.
spices of the Mcintosh lirown base
Pressed
and Repaired. Goods Called for
ball team, have been placed on sale
Out-of-tow- n
at O. A. Malson'u book store.
and
Delivered.
Orders Given
A letter from N. Salmon, manager
Prompt Attention
of the Santa Fe Central team, was
at
received this morning by Manager
Never, iKMltlvelyneverpoUooyonrluntt.
If jot Matson, of the lirowns, stating that
LET
US
CALL FOR YOUR CLOTHES
eoug h evea from r iimple cola only you thould arrangements for the reception
of
Iwayi heal, aontbe, anaeaaethe irritated bron- the local team and fans are nearing
chial tubes. Lou t blindly fuppreat it with a completion.
Manager
MRS. ROSE HENRY,
Salmon reN. Aft? jr.
tupefying polnoo. It's llrmta how g"jrm tiling!
finally come about. For twenty year Iir. Bhonp quested that the American Lumber
W.
109-company
Silver,
accumpany
Rear
Savoy
band
Hotel.
Tel.
the
cough
people
not
480
to take
ha constantly warned
mixture! or prescription! containing Opium, browns to take part In the street
Chloroform, or limilax Dolaoni. And now a llttla parade to be given in honor of the
lata though Congrea aayi "Put It on the label. Urowns" visit to the territorial capi
if polxn am In your Cough Mixture." Good I taj
mXTIXXXTTTTTTTTTTTITTIXIXXXIUXUXIXXIXIXIXXXXXXH
1 he e
ursion train will leave
and other-- , ahould lnilnton having Dr. ehoop'i '
?1
at 7 o clock Sunday
Cure. No polaua mark! on Dr. Bhoop il buquerque
label! and none In tlia medicine, else it must hf nuwuing, arriving In
Fe
about
law be on the latiel. And it not only lafe. but It lu:3u o'clock.
On the return trio
aald to be br those that know It best, a truly rt me excursionists will leave the cap!
mamauiecougn rninedy. Take cocnance inn. .
,,
,
7
a,1
arming heie
particularly with your children. Imi.t on having
""Ut 11 o clock.
I)r. Bhoop'i Cough Cure. Compare carefully tha
Tht Pionr Tent Sanatorium of New Mexico. Situated
Bhoup package with other and note tht
In making the arrangements for
Ir.
a ne euce. No poison marks there! lou can the
t
(leneral
T
with
amcng
the foothills of the beautiful Sangrede Crist o Mountain,
aiwajr. be ou the safe aide by demanding
K. I'uMy and Ticket Atfent Harrv
a mile from the historic city of Sanla Fe. Private Mountain
Kouts. Manager
Matson Ketured a
rate of JJ for the round triji.
water tupply. Excellent table. No dust storms. Cool sumoh-iiu-

203

At Consit tent
Price

--

Sr

B. RUPPE

RIGHT

Santa Fe Restaurant

Eastman Kodaks

Denver, Colo., July 16. The first
conference of the United Mine Workers of America of district No. 22,
comprising the Wyoming fields, and
the mine owners, was held this
morning in the Eagles' hall. J. J.
Hart, manager of the Union Pacific
mines, was selected as chairman of
the meeting.
The operators are hardly expecting
any request for an increase of wages,
but the hours of labor may be regulated, and conditions about the mines
considerably changed for the toenetit
of the members.
The best of feeling exists between the men and operators.

Reliable

DR. HILL DELIVERED
EXCELLENT

WE FILL
PRESCRIPTIONS

When in Silvr City Patronize

FINAL

. A
marriage license was issued this
morning to two Indians of Isleta
Maria (Juerina and Juan Domingo

:

GOULD

pagk nrm.

Up.

I

I

Send

it:
For

Booklet.

exuxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Get

Full Particulars

From

T. E. PURDY, Agent

Safety of the Checking Account
When you pay your bills by check, you tarry no money
on your person, it is net necessary. Your money is safe in
the Bank.
You can write out a check for the amount you wish to
pay you check againt your money in the Hank.
Your check book is of no value to anyone The checks
you issue are good only to the party to whom they are made.
We offer exceptional facilities for t large and small

accounts.
We solicit your account.

THE BANK OF COMMERCE
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS $200,000

Citizen Want Ads for Results

51

ALBUQUERQUE

PAGE SIX.

SAYS JAPAN

W1NSLQW

EVENING

CITIZEN".

RUSHES WORK ON SEVEN WARSHIPS

SMUGGLE

wmmf

Naval Officer Declares Goods
Were Not Foreign

w

Made.

.CASINO.
COMIC OPERA

PRESIDENT TO ASK FOR PACIFIC DEFENSE

HE DID NOT

20

j

cus-hov- se

MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.
v.UAmum'.AJuw'k.'

NEW MEXICO

ALBUQUERQUE

Sunday, Monday, Tuesday
and Wednesday

ALLOWED

INTEREST

SAVINGS

ON

DEPOSITS

- PINAFORE

THURSDAY

Curtain 8:30. Trices 25c and JSC
Reserved seats at Matsons.

Standard

With Ample Means and Unsurpassed Facilities,

The

Railway

of

r

Extends to Depositor
New Accounts---Capita- l,

From the north to the south
and with Its branch lines reaches the most Important cities,
such as Chihuahua, Torreon,

HOW A MAN PROPOSES

to, Guadalajara,

The City of Mexico
and many other places worth
seeing.
The Rlcliest Mining, Lumber
and Cattle Producing Iiands
Made Accessible by This
Great System.

LAND OF THE
MONTEZUMAS

ALBUQUERQUE,
JOSHUA 8. RAYNOLDS
M. W. FLOURNOY .
FRANK McKM
R. A. FROST
H. F. RAYNOLDS

Commercial Agent
EL PASO, TEXAS.
W. D. MURDOCH,

Ill

Director

IT WEANS HIM
The running of a bank account has a
tendency to wean a man from habits of
extravagance and dissipation. It gives
him new ambition and a desire to save
money.

::

::

::

::

::

::

We are always glad to assist those
who desire to "turn over a new leaf."

Metropolitan.
Frank Holmes, J. J. Lnmsha, Denver; J. W. Stewart and wife, and son,
Artesla: E. J. Booth, Cleveland; Ren
E. Dver, Denver; James Porus,

STATE NATIONAL BANK

TO
Grand Central
t.
T. K. Kelley. Kstaneia; S. E.
Raton; Newton H. Cramer, principal points In Illinois. Iowa. Kan
huh, Michigan, Minnesota, .Missouri,
L. Maxwell, Las Vegas; Justin New
North and South Dakota's and Wis
comb. Roswell.
consin.
Dates of sale June 15, 16, 17, 22
Day.
A Memorable
24, 29. 30. July 1. 2. 3, 4, 6, 6. 10
One of the days we remember with 23,
11,
12. 19. 20, and 21. Final
return
pleasure, as well as with profit to
October 31st.
limit
our health, is the one on which we
s
became acquainted witn Lr. ning
New Life Pills, the painless purifiers
that cure headache and billlousness,
Philadelphia and Return
and keep the bowels right. 25c at all
dealers.

$59.25

HUO TALK.

Tickets on sale July

11, 12

and IS.

Return limit July 23rd. By depositing
this ticket and paying $1 It may be
extended to leave Philadelphia up to
and including July 81st.

T.

E. Purdy,

ALBUQUERQUE

2nd sad Cold

2nd and Cold

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Wholesale Grocers
Wool. Hide and Pelt Dealers
ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

Agent

Thos. F. Keleher
DEVOES READY PAINT
One Gallon Covers AGO Square Feet.
PALMETTO ROOF TAINT
fctops Leaks, Lasts Five Yean.

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.
LOOK THE WHOLE
COUNTRY OVER

JAP-A-LA-

408 Wott Railroad Avoot

A. E. WALKER,
INSURANCE

and you will find no tetter screen
doors than we are offering. They are
Wisconsin white pine, the kind that
will not warp and cheaper than the
inferior kind.

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.

They Keep the Flies Out

riRE

a.'.-on-

gfKDd

....Caahler

Assistant Cashier

Oenl. Pass.
OF MEXICO, MEXICO.

CITY

VIA

HlJ

Preside!

Vice President

Trafllc Manager.

Knvoy.

ertM-tin-

dircctor

j. c. Mcdonald,
Agent.

Special Excursions

e,

1

U. m. DEPOSITORY
Authorized Capital
fSOO.oM.lt
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Proflts
$259,000.M
Depository lor Atchison, Topeka k Santa Fe tlallway Company

C. F. BERNA

Passenger

1r

NEW MEXICO

orncKitm and

by obtaining a map folder of th
Mexican Central Railway, as In
It are to be found brief sketches of placts end things In Mexico that, for grandeur, antiquity
and historical value, have no
equal In the world.
Folders, rates and all Information furnished on application

fael; Theodore P. Wilson, Ooldroads,
Arizona.

Even body buys rugs. Hut do you
buy a seamless?
Futrelle Furniture
Melrose. N. M., July 16. (Special.)
Company.
The Hartford Development com
pany of MelrOBe, J. M. Bay, presiLaxative Cough
Use Kennedy's
dent; W. D. McBee, secretary, nan
Syrup.
It
Contains no opiates.
A
AT
SUMMER
RESORT.
be
route
an
automobile
established
the cold out of the system by
He: oh. I say,
that is dear Helen, may I call you my own?' drives
tween Melrose and Tucumcari, X. M.
moving
bowels.
Contains
the
gently
She: Yes, but forget It by October.
The cars will be run dally each way,
Honey and Tar and tastes nearly as
and will pass through the towns of
good as maple syrup. Children like
ltooBevelt, House, Hartford, Quay and
It. Sold by J. H. O'Rielly & Co.
Moore.
This will be a great con
o
HOTEL ARRIVALS.
NATIVE
venlence to the traveling public as CHARGES
N.
T., has witnessed
Rryon,
Port
towns.
The
well as citizens of these
one of the most remarkable cases of
Alvanulo.
auto company will carry the mall.
Amos F. King
healing
recorded.
ever
by citizens of
A petition signed
WITH AN ASSAULT
John R. Maguire, Riverside, Cal.;
that Dlace says: "Bucklen's Ar
Melroae and Tucumcari and all the
George A. Sharpe, Kl Paso: B. O. of
Salve cured a sore on my leg
towns between on the automobile
Wills. I,os Angeles', F. L. D. Carr, nica
with which I had suffered over 80
route, together with an application,
San Pedro; T. W. Van. St. Louis; H. years.
N.
Santa
M.,
16.
July
Fe.
eighty-five.- "
now
I am
has been forwarded to the postolllce
R. N. Guaranteed
with assault with Intent to It. Lipman. San Francisco;
to cure all sores, by all
department, at Washington, IJ. C kill, him
H.
H.
Spokane;
Riblel,
Mrs.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Mary
Silva,
swore
a
out
asking that a dally mall route be es- warrant yesterday against ilicardu
Grunt. Ifc'iiver; F. Fremont, Cleve- dealers, 25c.
tablished between the towns named.
- land. O.; II. J. Kelsey, Denver.
was
apprehended
Aland,
who
duia
begin
L.
Shelton will
Rev. H.
Take a Postmaster's Word for It.
ng the afternoon by Denutv SherllT
,
postmaster at
protracted meeting at Roosevelt, 20 Coferino
Mr. M. F. Hi
Baca. The case hus been
miles north of Melrose, tonight. Rev. set
Ind., keeps also a stock
Cherryvale,
Slurgt's.
preliminary
hearing
for
ThursShelton Is an evangelist of the M. K. day morning at 1 Oo'clock before Jus
and patent
Thomas Maddock. Wlnslow: S. M. of general merchandise
says: "Chamberlain's
church south.
the Peace Jose M. Uarcia.
Sherman. Jr.. Wlnslow; C. J. Knoep-pe- l. medicines. He and
W. J. MoHee. father of W. D. tice1 of alleged
Diarrhoea Remhe
Chicago; H. H. Cray and wife, Colic. Cholera
assault was committed
Meliee, owner o the Melrose town-sitedy is standard here in its .Inc. It
3 o'clock yesterday
at
Animas,
Denver;
A.
Spears.
morning
J.
I.o
at
Davidson,
has removed from
airs, suvas home on the north side Colo.; V. W. Llndsey. Panama: H. never falls to give satisfaction and
Okla., to this place.
the capltol grounds. The woman A. Raker. Kl Paso; Ray V. Clark, we could hardly afford to be withThe old postottlce building has of
was confined to bed yesterday suffer (lallup; Miss Ora 1. Hester, San Ra- - out It." For sale by all druggists.
been moved to the rear of the lot to ing from
the Injuries sustained.
give flace for a handsome new stone
audition to the warrant charg
building which will be the permanent ingInattempted
murder Mrs. Silvia also
nostottlce Quarters.
Is to love children, and no home
to have Alarld placed under a
The Martin Hardware company is asked
peace
wind,
ltonu In birth cases was
a new store building 50 bv promptly furnished,
can be completely happy withthe sum
100 feet.
The building will be of r 1500 and the otheronefor In$200.
out them, yet the ordeal through
concrete blocks.
which the expectant mother
COME! COME!
iA.ng Live the Kins
Come to the cash buyers midsum is the popular cry throughout Euro
must
pass
usually is so full of suffering,
mer clearance sale. Everything re pean countries, while In America,
Uuced In goods you want for this hot the cry of the present day Is "Long
danger and four that she looks forward
weather. Shirt waists, sains, unuer live Dr. King's New Discovery, King
to the critical hour with apprehension
wear. Oxfords in white, tan and of Throat and Lung Remedies!" of
black hosiery. sun bonnets, belts which Mrs.
Ryder
Paine,
and dread. Mother's Friend, bv its oene- Julia
men's 11.25 shirts 75c; 75c shirts 60c; Turro. Mass., says: "It never falls! .
,
..
.
.
,,
.
ye;
it
50c
3
men's silk faced
60c shirts.
to give Irnmodlate
relief and to traiing ana SOOiniDg properties, anuvs nausea, uchuujums, auu
Men's and boy's quicKiy cure
underwear. 39c.
' Mrs.
a coug-- or
system for the
suits all reduced. Hundreds of other rallie s opinion Is shared cold.
a ma- all unpleasant feelings, and so prepares the
bargains. Special cuts on all kinds jority of the inhabitants of by
counthis
through
passes
she
ordeal
that
lots
look;
groceries.
Come and
of
gtrt
try. New iJlscovery cures weak lungs
of clerks to wait on you. The lemon
rf U
sore throats after all other the event safely and with but
fK rTI."i
ade Is free. 112 North Second street, and
remedies have failed; and for coughs little suffering, as numbers have
Big lot of graniteware, 23c.
and colds it's the only sure cure.
Bring us your Job worx. Prices Guaranteed by all druggists. 60c and testified and said, "it is worth
ll.uu bottle free.
very
will
lowest and the work
the
its weight in gold." $1.00 per
stand Inspvctiun anywhere. Huslne
A large line of ureas, bronzed and
And calling cards a specialty.
Book containing
bottle of druggists.
Iron beds, small refrigerators,
carpets, linoleum, window shades, curfree.
mailed
information
your
valuable
r
ROUGH DRY
Give us
tain poles, stair pads, mattresses,
Woodsy, and get It back Wednesday stoves
and ranges, baby iron beds. THE BiUC.'lllD RCCIUT0R CO., Atlanta, Co.
Imperial Laundry Co.
Futrelle Furniture Co.

Solicits

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

C'ralgc.

Mall to Go by Gasoline Route.

and

TOURISTS

Lea I j. Marsh, J. F. Rawls,
Fl
Pitso; Rodolph Du Vllle, P. Lapettna,
Kansas City.

Probably

Accommodation,

$160,000.00.

DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON, TOFEKA AND SANTA FE RT.

Can learn of much that Is
Intensely Interesting and create
a desire to visit the

H. O. Kane, Denver: W. O. Carna- hour. East Liverpool, Ohio; Frank
Ulbert, Sunta Fe; W. A. Pratt,
A. Sprague, Los Angeles.

MELROSE

Every Proper

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
Solomon Luna, President; W. 8. Strickler, vi P. and Cashier; W. J.
Johnson, Asst. Cashier: Wm, Mcintosh, J. C. Baldrldge, Solomon Luna, A. M. Blackwell, v Geo. Arnot, O. B. Cromwell.

A ania Bca.1 An tAiB
Ran
'.icn toca
H Louis. Potojri. Tamnlco. Iranua- -

CONNECTICUT,
THK POWERFUL AMKK1CAV IIATTM-MIII1B.000 TONS. AMI TIIK JAPANESE
HATTlilvSIIIP, OF THE SIHkl.MLM A T PK, 15.000 TONS. AS THKY WOULD APPEAR IN SKA RATTLE.
Washington, D. C, July 16. Lat- the llussiuns by the Japanese In the and Is obliged to depend upon Its
est advices received by the bureau battle In which Hojestvensky's fleet speed for safety. It does not mix in
of naval Intelligence In WaFhlngton was destroyed. The work of the bat- a real battle.
show Japan to be bullying seven new tleships was ably seconded by the
Weak Spot.
war shite, s.nd It is the report from
The weakest place In the United
mosquito fleet, which reJapan that work In all ship yards peatedly ran in upon the larger ves- States navy is the lack of transport
and ordinance
In the event of
is being sels, discharging torpedoes at them, and coaling ships.
factories
rushed to the limit.
harrying them, pursuing, boarding war suddenly being declared, the
The total tonnage of the Japanese and preventing their escape. It is United States would feel seriously
feet of war ships of more than 1000 regarded as singularly unfortunate this lack of a secondary fleet.
tons displacement Is 360.479, while that congress has neglected to keep
It Is certain that President Roosefrom conof the torpedo and velt will ask authority
thre is under construction 88,600 up the strength
gress to build at least three new battons.
destroyer Meet in the Pacific.
The relative order and tonnage
The strongest elements In the tleships to replace those which must
withbe permanently
of the navies of the world on June American navy are its battleships, necessarily
1. 1907, was:
of which there are nearly twice the drawn from the Atlantic squadron.
Tonnage number possessed by Japan,
Nation.
As previously Indicated,
he will
It is
1,637. 662 unfortunate that some of the Ameri- call attention to the pressing need
Oreat Britain
603,955 can battleships are not new or up to for naval bases on the Pacific, In the
France
670,772 date. A number of them have been Philippines, at Hawaii and at one or
United States
468,672 In commission so long that they are more places on the southern coast
Germany
360,497 sadly in need of thorough overhaul
Jauan
of north America.
226,905 ing and
Russia
Two or three
It would not be surprising If the
207.623 will probably soon have to be withItaly
hostile aspect of the Pacific resulted
101,235 drawn from commlswion.
Austria
There Is in an addition to the naval budget
Japan Is building two first class even talk of withdrawing the Ohio of $50,000,000.
battleships whose combined tonnage and the good old Oregon.
The administration Is opposed to
Is 38,950; three
cruisers,
armored
Our defense vessels, of which the the dissemination of alarmist reports,
tonnage
cruis42,950;
one
11
of
with a
and Japan but the president feels that It would
United States has
er of 4100 tons, and two cruisers of three, are mostly of the old monitor be the part of folly to close our eyes
2600 tons.
The only
type, heavy, slow, without any steum-In- g to existing conditions.
guarantee of peace on the Peclflc li
Many Torpedo 1 louts.
radius and with few guns.
great
In
strengthento
a
for
are
found
be
excellent
The cruisers
Japan hns more than twice as
many torpedo boats and torpedo scouting purposes and the Japanese-Russia- n ing of our naval and land strength
war taught that scouts are In the Philippines and on the west
boat destroyers as the United States.
A fact that has been made an immuch needed in the naval game. The coast of the United States, and this
portant part of the returns to the United States has 43 cruisers to 19 proposition will be put up to conbureau of naval Intelligence is that owned by Japan. The cruiser, how- gress next winter In a manner which
torpedo boats and destroyers played ever, is light In Its armor and car- statesmen will have difficulty In
an important part in tne aeieai 01 ries comparitively small caliber guns dodging.

. Secretary
Mutual liulldlng Assoc
tlon. Office at 217 West Kallr.
avenue.

LIVERY, SALE, FEED AND
TRANSFER STABLES,
Horses and Mules Bought and Ex
changed.
BEST TOURNOUTS IN THE CITT
Second Street, between Railroad and
Copper Avenue.

TOTI A OR API

RIO

GRANDE

LUMBER

CO.

Corner Third and Marquette

9aca&e)e&at5a)2ea)mxa)
' "OLD RELIABLE."

ESTABLISHED

1171.

L. B. PUTNEY

Dealers in Groceries, Provisions, Hj
Grain and Fuel.
Fine Line of Imported Wines Liquor
and Cigars. Place your orders fr
this line with us.
NORTH TH .D 87

THE WHOLESALE GROCER

THIRD STREET

Carries the largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries la
In the Southwest.

Meat Market
Kinds of Freeh and Salt
Steam Sausage Factory.
EMIL KI.1EXWOHT
Mesonlo Building, North Third

AU

I

Mexico

Traverses the Republic

FROM

and

HOT.

Capital and Surplus, $100,000

Cart-wrigh-

Passengers

1,

Mexican Central

All AUTOMOBILE
LINE

CLY

New

Persian Honeymoon

11."

Comd. Wtnslow's experience was
similar to that of mmny other naval
officers returning to their own country after a long cruise In foreign wawith
ters In that he was chargedpayment
having sought to evade the
of duties on large quanlties of
wines and thousands of high
grade cigars and other table luxuries
as well as on curios of great value
secured abroad.
The facts are very different, according to the statement made to
by
Commander
the department
Wlnslow. He said his personal property was necessarily packed In a
tiumber of small boxes to facilitate
handling. They contained his household effects, such as blankets, bed
and table linen. towels, pictures,
photographs, books and rugs. In all
& considerable quantity purchased In
the United States and part of the
remaining stores which he had on
the Charleston was necessary fur the
cabin mess. Says the officer:
Not a Single Oorto.
"I possessed no rare wines and no
large quantity of cigars, nor did I
have ft single curio. Such wines and
cigars as I had were bought In New
York and during the cruise the
greater part had been on board the
ship approximately a year and were
my expense for use on
Surchased at
ship as occasion required
and official entertaining,
for private official,
principally
and not for Importation or even for my own use on
shore."
Commander Wlnslow shows that so
far as making any effort to conceal
the landing of the goods, they were
as a matter of fact landed at the
under the eye of a customs'
representative and sent directly to the
thought
railroad station without any supplies
that this remnant of cabin
When
dutiable.
considered
be
would
he learned, later In the day and indirectly, to the contrary. Commander Wlnslow Informed the collector of
the nature of the contents notof the
think
boxes, adding that he did
they were dutiable but If there was
preferred
question
he
slightest
the
to pay the duty In full. He sayscol-he
supplied a complete list to the
case
lector and paid duty on In any
his own
where there was a doubt
were
mind as to whether the articlesfoieign
purchased In New Tork or a
country, the total amount paid being
small.
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PEOPLE

Something

Washington. IX C. July 18. A n
matter of Justice to himself as well
similarly
as to other naval office
He.
situated. Commander Cameron
Window has written to the secretary of the navy a letter protesting
against "the sensational and Injurious articles which have been published In some of the newspapers of
the country concerning alleged smuggling by myself at the time of my
detachment from the United States
ship Charleston at San Diego. Cal.,
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HELP WANTED.
HELP WANTED If that Is your
crying need, a want ad In The
Evening Citizen's want column will
assure you of plenty of employes.
WAMfcD.
general
WANTED Woman
for
housework; good cook. Wages $30.
Mrs. Gregory Page. Gallup, N. M.
WANTED At onvf. good man and
wife to cook for three. Good wages.
Also house and bridge carpenters.
Colburn's Employment. 615 S. l't.
WANTED
Gunny sacks, all kinds.
E. W. Fee. 602 South First street.
WANTED Boy with pony to deliver
papers. Apply nt this office.
a white
Immediately,
WANTED
ramp cook.
Apply Horabln-Mc- -

PERSONAL PROPERTY

LOAN.

MONEY to LOAN

On
Furniture,
Pianos, Organs
Horses, Wagons and other Chattels
study
A
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also on SALARIES AND WARS
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require
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the
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possession
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The burnine and a
Our rate are reasonable. Call an
and for the overhead work to pre
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alleged
It
that the natives, beet
vent the falling in or tne roofs of
see
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by stiff soles and the
caused
before
borrowing.
workers on the Tornly farm, were
faJlerles, stopes and tunnels. The
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
rivals for the affections of a young
evils
of
supply within reach or the towns of
thin soles are ore- Steamship tickets to and from a
girl In the
and beautiful native
Cooney and Mogollon is thought to
Rented
bv
parts
the Red Cross. It
neighborhood.
of
playing
cards
every
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world.
While
safeguard
be limited,
and
with others In their shack last night
Rooms I and 4, Grant Bldg.
O.aJTey Co.
against waste is necessary, both to
enables
a
woman
to be on her
the name of the girl was mentioned,
meet present requirements and the WANTED
80S4 West Railroad Ave.
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it Is said, which brought on a quarFeet
If mining opneeds of the future.
fdr
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a time with
at
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can
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do
Address,
that
rel.
erations are to be permanent there,
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A. H. Hilton Mer. Co., San Antonio,
Open Erenlngs.
MONORAIL CAR AND RA ILKOAD IN OPERATION.
tomfort.
as It is believed they will be, timber
It Is alleged that Garcia drew a
N. M.
' SALIuiS.M EN vS1
knife on Marquee, and that the latter
A first class cook for the
New York. July 16. One of the say there will be no overcapitaliza- must be had in years to come.govern WANTED
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A stylish
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that
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right.
ject
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if
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history
lugs
will
in
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to the wellfare how much timber is available for the
tally wounding him. A bullet shot Is the fact that It presents to Amer- of employebe devotedpassengers.
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CARDS shoe thaCs
No
and
First class cook at Allen
Into the crowd struck a native named icans a new and marvelous system stock will be offered
and how the present crop can WANTED
for sale, a Wall mines,
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Fernaz, but he was not seriously In- of
proyet
cut
be
the
leave
forest
and
mono-raabsolutely
il
transportation
street ilrm having offered to provide
the
per month.
J. M. Allen, Magda-len- a.
jured. The natives did not Inform railroad.
LAWYERS.
running on a single all the funds needed for the project. duclng supplies for future iie.
N. M.
their employer of their troubles until rail are In Cars
comfortable
there on a half
People who want someWANTED
Thi In vent Jon.
this morning at 8 o'clock when Gar- mile track. operation
Ira M. Bond.
The importance or this
thing, to advertise In The Citizen's
rail is TORN TO PIECES
cia died.
Is the fact thut the new system Is not on The Jamestown exposition
ATTORNEY
LAW,
AT
II F.8U
the ground but the Newark-Jerse- y
want column. A few lines cost but
After the death of Garcia, Mar- a plaything, but a finished and pracW Washington, n. r
a few cents but bring returns an
quez, who had stayed about the place tical means of carrying passengers. City line will consist of four elevated
patents,
land
copyrights,
cayeat
projectors
The
sav that it
hundred fold.
disappeared.
then,
Sheriff
until
d
experts. Including tiaiks.
cost $75,000 a mile, and that the
IN BRICK MACHINE WANTED Indies who wish stylish letter patents, trade marks, claims
Florance and Coroner Macy went to the members of the New York rapid will
system on the
of a four-trac- k
It-- W. Ft. flrrmn
the ranch as soon as they were In- transit commission who supervised cost
dressmaking. Also apprentice. Call
of the elevated now In use in
formed, but the native was not found. the building of the subways, predict plan city
on Miss C. P. Crane,
North
(II
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1900,000
this
be
mile.
would
a
Coroner Macy brought Garcla's body that this monorail system will revo
Second street. Millinery at half que, N. M. Office, First National
El Paso, Texas, July 16. Cruz
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to Greeley and an inquest will be lutionize the transportation world. of H. H. Tunis, Isa young civil engineer Tarln,
price.
a Mexican boy. aged 18 years,
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turn Cth Blatkt
the
Baltimore.
Inventor
of
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held.
At once, woman to do
To prove their faith In it three mem
I
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U-ocar
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His
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small family, good
The natives who witnessed the af- bers of the commission, John
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3 o'clock
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Sturges,
Mrs.
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manner
about
E.
a
horrible
fair tell conflicting stories and some Starin, Woodbury Inngdon and Chas. are two trucks,
law.
each of which has yesterday
allege that Garola attempted to rob Stewart Smith, will establish a mon- two wheels placed
42i North Second street.
Cromwell block, Albuquerque, N. II. )xfords.
afternoon.
tandem. Hanged
Marquez, which brought about the orail system from Newark to Jersey on each side, and running
Tarln. while trying to oil the feed WANTED Organizers, either sex, on
on a sin$3-- 5
DENTISTS.
regulator at the brick plant, slipped
shooting. Half a dozen natives are City.
From there passengers
for gle rail. Overhead are parallel
salary of 1100 a month and exupon
revolving
the
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New York will be carried through
Inside
held as witnesses.
and
penses
an
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iigh Shoes,
rails set 30 Inches apart. On
DR. J. K. KRAFT,
the McAdoo tunnel under the North top of the car, at each end. Is a mixing knives. His left leg from the
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free
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The
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Reliance Electrical
Central
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All Our

Plumbers

1321-32-
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Tinners
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Ice Pads

Our
Line of

White
erators
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complete
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Coolers
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FRESH FISH
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HIGH GRADE
ENAMEL WARE

LAWN

MOWERS

IK tic. rKUiNHKo
McCof mick Harvesters and Mowers
None Better

AVE
We lnrlte

Shaw's Bread O

A saving on High Grade Men's and Boys' Clothing of
aid you to prepare for your vacation with very little money.

One-fift-

Your choice of all Boys' Wash Suits in

K Russian and Sailor Blouse styles, only
W.

--

.

.

9

E.L Washburn

Co.

119 W. GOLD

Reduction In Trimmed Hate
Miss C. P. Crane
512

North Second S reel
r Specialty of

&

FANCY DRY GOODS
Stamping Pone to Order.
Material fur

STUDY

Tinning
224 W,

Wilson
TICKETS

THE

WIINDOWS

R.R.

AND

High Explosives

Supplies

Mail Orders Solicited

BOUGHT. SOLD

to

EXCHANSED

Transactions

Cuarantaoo

118 W, R.

and

Gold

Association Office

HOSENFIEID'S,

Vt

Wholesale and Retail Hardware

and

FANCY
Mrs. M. C.

I rKHV

Garden Hose and Lawn Mowers
Mine and Mill
Plumbing:
Hercules Powder

STYLISH ORtSSMAKINQ
j

ffi

Alaska Refrigerators
0O White Mountain Ice Gream Freezers

--

eCtO
t)J 1 OC

nnnn n nKTrtl n'vr

O

South Second St
- Phone 1056

will $3

h

AH Blue and Black Suits reserved.

122 S. SECOND

200 dozen of 50c and 75c
Four - in - hand Ties, Green
Tagged,

WATER
COOLERS

Channel Cat Fish
Fresh Mackerel
Barracuda
Red Snapper
Salmon

Clothing Sale

20lh

50 dozen High Grade Shirts,
worth $J.50 to $2.00, Green
Tagged,

111 Ref t ige ator s, Garden Hose, Gat den Tools $

Just Removed to 305

JULY

Extra Special!

Between Railroad and Copper Ave., Tel. 74

The Great

This Sals closes

1.90

Extra Special!

m&miE

ASK YOUR GROCER FOR

REMEMBER!

2-Pie- ce

I

St.

Palace

Diamond, Watchea, Jewelry, Cut GlaM. Clocks, SlWerware.
yonr trade and guarantee A SQDA11E DEAL.

W

$4.90
2.90
5.75
4.75
3.90
2.90

2-Pi- ece

115-1- 1

THE

RAILROAD

Flft

$7.50

SIMON STERN

Mil Kindt of Indian and Mtxlean Goods. Tha Cbaapatt
Plata to buy Navajo Blankait and Mtxlean Drawn Work
Mall Ordarm Carafully and Promptly rillad.

A newjsupply of Garden Hose, both in cotton
and rubber. Hose Reels, Lawn Mowers,
Grass Catchers. Our prices the lowest

Diamond

8.75

IE

115 West Gold

DENNETT'S CURIO STORE

Just Arrived

EVERITT

10.75

THE CENTRAL AVENUE CLOTHIER

Exclusive Opticians

109 North

8.75

Also Big Bargains in Hats, Hosiery,. Underwear, Suspenders Etc.

Eyes Tested

Artificial Eye $

Suits,

e

95 Cents

and Renairins on Premists

BEBBER OPTICAL CO.

Water
Filters

Water

I

f wit

Cream
Freezers

is the

OD

W. I1.HAHN & CO.

Alaska Refrigerators

17.75
14.75
12.75
11.75
10.75

$6.00 Suits, Green Tagged
$4.50 Suits, Green Tagged
Men's Trousers, 7.00 values, Green Tagged
Men's Trousers, 6.00 values, Green Tagged
Men's Trousers, 5.00 values, Green Tagged
Men's Trousers, 4.00 values, Green Tagged
Men's Trousers, 3.00 values, Green Tagged

Boys'
Boys'

COAL
WO

Two-Piec-

Coat and Pants, Worth $10, $12, $15 and
$17.50, Still on Sale at

TT1

THE WAGNER HARDWARE

$19.75

v

.

1

Tag Sale
l

Sincerity Guaranteed $20.00 Suits, Green Tagged
Sincerity Guaranteed $18.00 Suits, Green Tagged
Sincerity Guaranteed $15.00 Suits, Green Tagged
Reliable Suits, worth $14.00, Green Tagged
Reliable Suits, worth $12.00, Green Tagged
Young Men's $15.00 Suits, Green Tagged
Young Men's $12.00 Suits, Green Tagged

AUCTION!

..t,

h n m n h n rt n n i Ji ri jljuisa

Hart, Schaffner & Marx $27.50 Suits, Green Tagged
Hart, Schaftuer & Marx $24.00 Suits, Green Tagged
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IVnver, Colo., July 16. Fair tonight and V'edni(la-- ; cooler In the
east portion of the territory tonight.
The Fraternnl Order of Kagles will
hold a meeting tonight.
J. R. Sheridan, of Silver City, arrived In the city this morning.
Justin Xewcomb. of Konwell, N. M-arrived In Albuciuerque last evening.
A. J. Spears, a sheep man of Las
Animas. Colo., spent Monday In the
city.
A. Kichwald. a sheep man of Cuba,
county, wan a visitor here
When there Is the slightest Indica& Sandoval
yesterday.
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ble take a little Kodol occasionally
and you will get prompt relief. Sold
city today.
Abeyta, formerly coun ty by J. H. O' Itlelly & Co.
A bran
& treasurer
of Sooorro county ,1s in
Albuquerque today.
Fred Fornoff, captain of the terpolice, was in Alburitorial
M querque mounted
last evening.
CIiwh-to Buy Yotir Fall
Theodore P. Wilson, a mining man A Splendid
nnd Winter Hock, or Groceries.
of Ooldroads, Arls.. was In the city
Monday purchasing supplies.
15,000
sale.
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J. W. Stewart, accompanied ly his
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a... .ila vrnnnrlpR
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uHifi nml inn
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ill i' L mu
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hLi,if nlnff Wednesdav. July
spent yesterday here shopping.
IT. a 2 i . m and continuing every
ot mo afternoon
A. D. Coleman, manager
and evening until stocn
- .
has been reduced sufficiently to make
ruir.t w v . ..... , j , has denarted for the east for an extended visit. room Tor this year s purcnuse.
t J
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c Tn I r the well known Bro
W. W. Lindeey, a contractor emon the nor nnd f aQ.l m fl tl
located at 501
ployed by the government
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Isthmus of Panama, spent yesterday Hl'l
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remirlnir his
evening In the city.
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that
fact
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mind
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stock. Keep
John Orr, Jr., who has been
will be grown In New
here the past few days with very little fruit
Mexico this year, and that groceries
friends, lert iai nigni lor
1nrrpnn1nir in Trlce.
nnntin,iiiiiv
nA
Springs.
goods will be sold in not less
of Santa Fe, pay-.- .. Cannedcase
Frank Ibert,
lots, unis win oe an opnt iho SiinLn. Ve Central rail than
to stock up, goods will
way, was In the city today on busi portunity
to the highest bidder for
go
positively
ness.
CaS '
M.,
N.
Engle,
Larsh,
of
A.
Paul
SCOTT KNIGHT,
a 'well known mining man who Is
Auctioneer
here today on business, win leave toA
night for his home.
HOinllV
Miss Anna Hase, of Santa Fe, is
19 lots for Bale in the Highlands,
her
with
visit
a
city
In the
short
for
If sold at once.
sister. Miss Bertha, Hase. stenographJOHN W. MtXJiuu luviiiii
er to City Clerk Harry Lee.
C. J. Knoeppel, a business man,
through New Mexico for a
a? traveling
house, Is
Chicago and Milwaukee
transacting business here today.
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Solomon
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T
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"
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uui.wa,
lit
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nnltflrv honra.
FOR CASH ONLY
morning.
arrived In Albuquerque this
$0.50
of Va- in.niinan TilnnU nor ion
J. M. Luna, county clerkmorn
ac- - Cerrlllus
Ijiunp
2'52
this
lencia county, arrived
hv i1 f II i V fmm LOS
Lunas and will remain a few days as Anthracite Mlxetl
w.o
AnUraclte, fnrnaco sizes
tne guesis 01 uincer joe oamiui.
A. S. Slelmont, former manager of Clean Gas Coke
the local branch of Bradstreet'a Mer- SnilUiIng Coal.
tS.
cantile agency. Is seriously 111 at arJoseph's hospital, and his father
rived here last night from the east
to see his son.
a ,itv Bott'sr Inrnfp.d on South Sec
ond street between, Gold and Silver
LUMBER MILL WOOD
avenues, broke this moring. flooding
$2.50
the sewer at Silver avenue. The break- Green
... 8.25
departFactory
was repaired by the water
ment employes today.
A letter was received from R. E.
Pellow today by The Citizen stating
that he had become manager of the

.
1.50
Men's Canvas Shoes and Oxfords
Men's Vici Kid Shoes and Ox- 2.50 to 3.50
fords
X Men's Calf Shoes and Oxfords 2 50 to 4.00
Men's Patent Colt Shoes and
.
3.50to4.UU
.
Oxfords
Women's Canvas Shoes and
.
1.50 to a.HD
.
Oxfords
Women's Vici Kid Shoes and
. 1.75 to 5.00
.
.
Oxfords
t
Women's Patent Kid Shoes
to
.
5.00
2.50
.
and Oxfords
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CITIZEN,

leading hotel at" Appleton, Wis., a
popular summer rexori near iotiiw.
He states that the hostelry of whim
he has chnrge, contains J00 excellent.
riHims arranged In old Dutch style-A bar nnd lunch room Is condurted
Mr.
In connection
with the hotel.
Pellow was formerly manager of the
Alvarado.
Albuquerque's only elevator girl Is
to be married next week. The engagement has been announced. For
some time this pretty girl has had
charge of the elevator In a certain
local building and her smiling query:
"What floor please?" has causedsaya
number of local business men to
"the top floor."
a prominent .
W. O. Carnahour,
v
I." i. ut T J
O
During the past six
Is In the city.
has been
months, Mr. Carnahour
touring Kansas, Colorado, and the
location
a
suitable
southwest seeking
for a large manufacturing plant.
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